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3.1 THE MATERNAL VISIT 

—in which my mother visits 

 

 Wrecking my fine ship on that homophobic reef, as described in the preceding chapter, I 

became a genuine castaway.  But I quickly cobbled together a crude raft and moved on, letting 

myself be swept along with the flow.  It swept me into the holiday rapids for a real white-water 

ride.  But love-addled and utterly unwitting, I didn’t even stick an oar in the water.   

 The next several days Kenny and I lolled about on that raft of romance, blissfully wasting 

time the way lovers tend to do.  We gave no thought to the schedule of visitors who would 

interrupt our precious moments together.  Things would happen when they happened, and I’d 

deal with them then.  Cross bridges when you get to them.  Nor did we talk about my losing the 

job, though Kenny surely offered sympathies.  I was too comatose with bliss to notice.   

 As also mentioned before, he and I carried on our affair just as blatantly as ever.  Now 

that the academic homophobes had done their worst, we had nothing else to worry about.  After 

all, Kenny and I couldn’t be arrested anymore for being gay.  We went to our classes as always, 

meeting between for a coffee at the shop or lunch in the awful cafeteria, and sometimes on less 

public walks even held gloved hands.  

 To prepare me for my mother’s visit on Wednesday, December 16, Kenny slept over 

Tuesday night, and just as we were transferring our intimate conversation into the bed, the phone 

rang.  It was finally Mother calling to say she and Bill were at a motel in Chicago and would 

drive up to Milwaukee after lunch tomorrow.  Maybe get there by two.  Her voice sounded bright 

and excited, nothing like I what I remembered.  I took that as a good sign.  Of course, I hadn’t 

spoken to her in so long, how could I tell what she was feeling?   

 In the morning over breakfast Kenny and I bemoaned losing the next two nights but 

didn’t mention those next week when Ken would be in town.  And Barbara’s visit only meant 

one other night apart.  We agreed that he’d come meet Mother on Thursday morning.  And we’d 

all go that night to Romana’s Christmas party.  It would be fun.   

 Between breakfast and two o’clock, less two hours and a bit for my classes, meant only a 

few hours left for our coffee clutch, lunch hugs, and not much else.  At one, outside Kenny’s 

dance studio, we said goodbye with a kiss, and I trudged off through the snow to the Bellevue.   

 At twenty after two my doorbell rang, and the maternal visit commenced.  Not to sound 

ominous, but I felt only a vague, almost subliminal connection to my mother, not so much love 

as an instinctive filial piety.  From my 18 years living with them, I had few real memories of 

communicating with her and even fewer with my father.  Ours was a dysfunctional family, but 

that’s another story which I thinly disguised in my novella “Bat in a Whirlwind” (2015). 

 At that distant time, it was unheard-of for Mother to visit me.  All the while Barbara and I 

were married, she’d never visited us, either in Seattle or Ann Arbor.  Apart from my rushed trip 

in 1966 for Daddy’s funeral, I’d never visited her either.  San Antonio was too far away.  So 

Mother had never even seen her granddaughters.  I guess she figured that with the divorce she’d 

better see them while she still could.  (Actually, in later years she frequently visited or was 

visited by us and became a beloved part of our rather disparate family.)       

 For the past ten years though, Mother and I’d simply been strangers who’d kept loosely 

in touch, another example of my appalling lack of empathy.  In those years since leaving home, I 

hadn’t ever wondered what her life was like.  In fact, for the next many years after this I also 

never wondered much.  Only after her death (in 2013 at 94), did I start wondering and in 2016 

researched and wrote her biography, “Ms. Yvonne, The Secret Life of My Mother.” 
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 Before telling you about my bumpy raft-ride through the holidays, I’ve got to remark that 

remembering ancient experiences is awfully tricky.  You can know full well that something or 

other happened but not actually recall the precise details of how it happened.  I know that the 

following holiday visits happened, but to reconstruct them I can only envision the most likely 

sequence of events and the elements that were necessarily involved.   

 That’s about as close to historical reality as one can get, which makes even narrating a 

known event an act of imagination.  The story necessarily becomes semi-fiction.  You might call 

it recovering lost memories or writing about subjective reality.  Inevitably, there will be mistakes 

about timing or who did or said exactly what, but no matter.  The story is still essentially true.  

The past that we only imagine is what makes a memory. 

 So as you read about these holiday episodes, kindly understand that I’m trying to make 

them as real as possible for your reading pleasure—and for my own sentimental reminiscence.    

# 

 

 I welcomed Mother into my apartment with a formal hug and noted that she was smaller 

than I remembered, more the size of Barbara.  At 51, she also looked rather older than I recalled.  

When I shook hands with her lanky friend Bill, he smiled enthusiastically and greeted me with a 

heavy Texas drawl.  I smiled back, amused to note his cowboy boots.  When I’d shown them 

around the place, we retreated to the kitchen where I made them some coffee.  Mother said they 

drank coffee all day long, which I found curious because when I was a kid, she’d hated it.  I 

watched her and marveled how she was nothing like I remembered.  

 We sat with our cups in the living room and caught up.  They didn’t know yet about my 

losing the job and were understandably distressed by the news.  I claimed not to be bothered but 

confident of finding another position, the same line of bologna I was feeding myself.  In response 

to their concern about my divorce, I also claimed (truthfully) to be comfortable with it and still 

devoted to Barbara and the girls.  Of course, I made no reference to the reason for our split. 

 Mother explained that she and Bill had met at a square-dance party last fall, and he 

remarked proudly that she was really a great dancer.  They looked and sounded quite content 

together.  Bill explained that he was from Lubbock and by profession a construction supervisor 

on international projects, but he didn’t elaborate.   

 Instead, Mother astounded me with the news that she and Bill were going to get married 

on New Year’s Day, and they were planning to move soon to New Orleans.  When there with 

Daddy during my Tulane years, she’d loved the city, and not really liking San Antonio, would be 

glad to move back to Louisiana.  Once I’d gotten over the surprise, I told them about my friend 

Ken getting the teaching job at St. Paul’s, and Mother was pleased that I’d gone to see Bro. Paul, 

especially when I described how nice he was to Ken and me.    

 While we perused my photo album, Mother remarked about how excited she was to visit 

Barbara and the girls in Ann Arbor.  I rather wondered what Barbara and her sophisticated folks 

would think of Mother and her cow-boyfriend.  They would visit with me tomorrow, Thursday, 

and then drive on Friday to Ann Arbor for the weekend.  After that, on to Rochester to see my 

sister Judy and her husband, another Richard.  

 As the winter afternoon was getting on, I suggested we take a little walk so I could show 

them the UWM campus.  Mother and Bill had big winter coats, but as southerners they both 

suffered with the cold and snow.  On the way I told them all about my ballet experience and 

Romana’s party, and strolling across the campus, I pointed out my office window.  On the way 
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home I found myself at a loss for anything to talk about.  Of course, I wanted to babble on about 

Kenny but thought better than to even broach the subject. 
 

 It was nearly dark when we got back to my 

place, and on request I made them some more 

coffee.  Sitting around the living room, we took 

some snapshots to document their surprise visit.  I 

trust this picture of Mother and Bill is worth a 

thousand words of description.  For the record, 

they’re sitting on an afghan made by Mother’s 

mother, Grandma Freda.  Look closely and you’ll 

see a pack of cigarettes in Bill’s pocket (stinky 

Marlboros) which he chain-smoked.  Back then I 

still smoked, Pall Malls, but only a half-pack a 

day at very worst, so his habit wasn’t quite as 

obnoxious to me as it would be now.  Mother 

hated cigarette smoke but graciously ignored ours.  

(About 20 years later, like many women, she 

came down with lung cancer from passive smoke 

       Mother and Bill Visiting     and had to have a lobe of her lung removed.) 
  

 After the photo session, I thought to ask my future step-father Bill about his contractor 

work.  He told stories about going to exotic places around the world like Arabia and Hong Kong.  

Mother seemed quite excited at the prospect of such international travel, and I was happy for her.  

It would be a vastly different life than her waitress work in Arkansas or for that matter than her 

office job in San Antonio, which I assumed had to be rather humdrum.  It turned out Bill had a 

big job lined up for the fall building a chemical plant in Buenos Aires.   

 To my utter amazement, Bill offered to hire me for the project administration and quoted 

a salary three times what I was making as an instructor.  He said he’d find a job for Ken too, and 

when I mentioned my Indian friend Desai, an unemployed civil engineer, he said sure, for him 

too.  Speechless with gratitude for this deus ex machina, I immediately forgot the trauma of 

getting fired and any worries for the future.  My trust in the flow was vindicated.   

 For dinner I suggested a great German restaurant downtown (where I’d gone last year 

with my secret paramour John).  We piled into Mother’s car, a sporty new blue Camaro, and Bill 

drove with my directions.  They both found the German food fairly exotic, though Bill remarked 

that he’d had something like this schnitzel once when he was in England.   

 Afterwards, I took the cue from Bill’s boots, and we went out for a drink to the Barn, that 

straight western place where Ken had once taken me.  Mother and Bill immediately danced off in 

a two-step kind of thing I’ve never learned.  Leaning on the fence rail and watching them enjoy 

themselves, I felt pleased that Mother had met someone nice to love and a deep relief that she 

was going to re-marry.  It made me miss my Kenny awfully.  But that night when I gave my 

guests the bed and curled up on the sofa, I missed him even worse. 

# 

 The sofa was comfortable enough, but I slept sporadically and got up before daylight to 

brew some coffee for Mother and Bill.  When they appeared, Mother set about making us 

breakfast.  At least Kenny had helped me stock the refrigerator with eggs and bacon.  While we 

ate, I strategized our day, including their leisurely morning during my two classes and meeting 
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for lunch at the place on Downer—with my dancer friend Kenny.  Then we’d go sightseeing in 

the afternoon and to Romana’s party for a social evening with dinner.   

 Kenny came to my office in his rabbit coat with a great purple scarf and white knit hat 

with a ball on top.  Mother and Bill seemed duly impressed by his style.  At lunch he was 

charming and entertaining, more than making up for my essentially unnoticeable presence at the 

table.  As I’d hoped, Kenny came along with us to see the sights. 

 While I drove the Camaro, Kenny took charge of our route and being a city native, played 

a wonderful tour guide for Mother and Bill.  We drove first around the northern areas like Brown 

Deer past Barbara’s and my old townhouse and through Whitefish Bay to see the lovely houses 

on the lakefront bluffs.  Then downtown to the famous Conservatory, where we wandered 

around in the warm desert and tropical domes, and I secretly missed Ken. 

 Back in the car, we toured some western suburbs, and with Kenny as navigator, I drove 

like an automaton, quiet as a mouse because I’d run out of things to talk about with Mother and 

Bill.  As darkness was falling, we dropped my dancer friend off at his mother’s house and 

arranged to meet him later at Romana’s.   

 On the way home to the Bellevue, Mother volunteered that my friend was sure handsome 

but said nothing more about Kenny, and Bill commented that he looked like a movie star.  Never 

having mentioned being gay to my rarely seen family, I hoped that spending the afternoon with 

Kenny and me would give Mother the correct impression, and maybe her complimentary remark 

indicated at least a suspicion.    

 Having gone without coffee since lunch, when we got back to the apartment, Mother and 

Bill were more than ready for another pot.  The party wouldn’t start till 6:30, and at a loss for 

what to talk about, I fortunately thought to ask Mother about others in the family.  She talked at 

length about my several aunts’ families and many cousins, whom I didn’t know from a hole in 

the ground, and then we remembered to call Aunt Bernice, Daddy’s sister who lived near 

Fondulac and always talked a blue streak.  

 On the walk to Romana’s I warned Mother and Bill that the party would be full of a lot of 

artsy and ethnic types.  They wound up being the only American Southerners there and had 

conversations with folks the likes of whom they’d probably 

never met before, dancers from the company, painters from the 

art school, and an assortment of Slavic and other international 

students.  Romana’s equally exotic Gypsy parents were the only 

folks in their age group.    

 There was a vast spread of foods from many nationalities 

which Mother and Bill bravely sampled and mostly enjoyed.  

Kenny steered them to the potato latkes his mother had made, 

which Mother thought were delicious.  (She usually just called 

strange food “interesting.”)  Considering the many strangers at 

the party, Kenny and I kept our interactions quite platonic 

indoors but once slipped out into the back yard to share 

desperate kisses. 

 Besides struggling to keep my hands off Kenny, it was also 

stressful for me to see my beloved Bulgarian student Bogdan 

there, all decked out in his embroidered tunic, Cossack pants, 

and big black boots.  Naturally, in close company with Peggy.   

   Bogdan Dancing     He was heartbreakingly warm with me and stunningly gracious 
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in meeting Mother and her cowboy.  For our entertainment after dinner, Bogdan and a few other 

Balkan kids did energetic folk dances for us, and Janine danced a piece from Tchaikovsky’s 

Nutcracker—en tutu.  Along with a few kids from the Slavic chorus, Romana sang Polish, 

Russian, and Serbian Christmas carols.  I noticed that Bill made free with the Russian vodka and 

thus was in high spirits applauding everybody.  Leaving the party, I probably hugged Kenny a bit 

longer than socially necessary. 

# 

 

 Mother again made breakfast for us on Friday morning, and over our bacon and eggs they 

commented on the “unusual” people at the party.  She remarked that Bogdan was “certainly 

handsome,” and Bill praised the good looks of the ladies, particularly Janine.  We arranged to 

meet at the coffee shop after my first class before they’d take off for Michigan.  

 At our caffeinated farewell, the merely “sure handsome” Kenny showed up (as arranged), 

and with his jolly chatter eased the leave-taking considerably.  Saying goodbye, I hugged Mother 

with rather more feeling after this short, pleasant time together.  Now that she wasn’t such a 

stranger but more of a real person, it may actually have been true affection.  

### 
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3.2 THE FAMILY VISIT 

—in which my wife and daughters visit 

 

  Alone again with my Kenny, I instantly forgot all about Mother and her visit.  Our little 

raft had made it through that stretch of rough water.  Kenny saw me off to my next class, 

warning that he’d be waiting at the apartment to pounce on me.  Not at all averse to being 

pounced upon, I rode the flow of our passion through that day and night, obliviously blissful.    

 On Saturday morning I rose to consciousness long enough to tell my lover about Bill’s 

wonderful job offer and get properly excited about it.  Kenny didn’t seem bothered about Ken 

also going to Argentina with me.  I wrote a quick letter to Desai in India about the opportunity 

and saved the news as a Christmas present for Ken’s visit next week.  At the library, Kenny and I 

read in the encyclopedia that Buenos Aires was then the fifth largest city in the world.  My 

excitement grew proportionally but was soon overshadowed by our passionate afternoon.  
 

            Leaving after a great lunch on Sunday 

afternoon at Estelle’s house, on the way back 

to my place we came upon a rummage sale.  In 

the basement of the old house we found a 

square rug with an apparent floral pattern that 

was almost indistinguishable through the dirt 

and coal-dust.  To celebrate Argentina, we 

bought it for fifty cents, tossed it into my 

bathtub with dish-soap, and after some dozens 

of washes and inky rinses, brilliantly colored 

flowers started popping out.    

         A textile specialist has since identified 

it as a Victorian plush table-cover.  Speaking 

of keepsakes, it has hung on my several walls 

this past half-century, and like the pearl, it’s a 

treasured souvenir of Khan Khenley, my 

beloved ballet dancer.  I keep thinking that it 

seriously needs professional conservation but  

      The Rummage Sale Tapestry           have never done anything about it.  
 

 Though excited about seeing Barbara and the kids, I was too befuddled by loving Kenny 

to think about the logistics of their visit.  Fortunately he took charge of things.  Monday after my 

classes we rode the bus downtown to shop for Christmas presents.  My only clue was that 

Barbara liked jewelry, and he led me through several stores looking for something just right.  We 

found a simple but lovely necklace with red stones for her and two smaller matching strands for 

the girls, all nicely gift-wrapped for the big day.   

 While paying, I realized with regret that I hadn’t bought a Christmas present for Mother.  

Since I left home, we hadn’t exchanged gifts, but only very occasionally Christmas cards.  My 

regret deepened when I recognized her gift to me:  that offer of the incredible job in Buenos 

Aires.  My rickety raft was more than ready for some “Good Breezes.”  I decided that I’d just 

have to get her something nice sometime as a combined Christmas and wedding present.       

 On the way out of the department store we passed a holiday displays of toys, and the silly 

stuffed animals caught my distracted attention.  A fatherly impulse made me buy presents for the 
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girls to get right away, a cute mouse like a big teardrop and a sweet unicorn with a golden horn.  

Kenny also bought a long flannel nightshirt for me, blue to match the one he wore if he thought 

to bring it in his dance-bag.  Though I usually slept shamelessly naked (only wearing sweatpants 

for Mother’s visit), I thanked him sincerely for my first ever Hanukah present.         

 After Kenny’s dance class, we hit a grocery store for the food to make for my guests, and 

he made a big batch of chocolate chip cookies for snacks on hand.  In the evening we allowed 

ourselves two cookies each for a bedtime snack and got crumbs all over the living room rug 

again.  Kenny had to wake me up from blissful collapse to put on my new nightshirt.          

 It turned out that Tuesday evening would be the first night of Hanukah, and Dennis and 

his lover Jim were both arriving that afternoon for the holidays.  So with Barbara visiting too, 

Kenny and I both had family obligations.  That morning’s were my last classes of the term, and I 

left him bustling around preparing to make a big pot roast in Estelle’s huge cast-iron pot.    

 When I got back close to noon, Kenny was busy chopping up the vegetables and 

browning the big slab of beef according to his mother’s recipe.  He’d timed the process to fire up 

the pot on the stove around two-thirty.  Barbara was scheduled to arrive after three, and he 

figured the roast should cook for 2 ½ hours, just right for dinner at five-thirty or six.  Giving me 

instructions on how to carve and serve, Kenny stressed keeping enough water in the pot.   

 Just before three, he kissed me good luck and left for his dance class and subsequent 

holiday celebrations.  Hoping I could finish cooking the roast right, I rode my raft along into the 

next stretch of rapids.   

# 

 For a good half hour I waited downstairs in the lobby watching through the glass door for 

the infamous purple car to pull up in the front loading zone and hustled down the long walk to 

the street.  When she got out of the car, Barbara and I hugged briefly, and other words failing us, 

we both said at the same time, “Merry Christmas!” and then laughed.  With big hugs for Jake and 

Aimée, I helped get them into their coats for the cold walk up to the Bellevue’s front door.  

      Barbara and the girls were very impressed by our 

rattling ride in the old-fashioned cage elevator up to my 

apartment.  Walking in, we were hit with the savory 

fragrance of the roast cooking, and Barbara said it was 

so sweet of me to cook them dinner.  Never having 

mentioned Kenny to her, I diplomatically took full credit 

for the hospitality and added some water to the 

simmering pot.  When Barbara said the stained-glass 

effect was wonderful, I bit my tongue and took credit 

again.  Then I showed her the rummage-sale tapestry on 

the dining room wall.   

      In the living room we relaxed with a plate of 

(Kenny’s) cookies, and Barbara gave me a splendid 

picture of Jake and Aimée taken only a couple weeks 

before.  It certainly was a perfect likeness of our four- 

and three- year-old daughters who were now getting 

cookie crumbs on my rug. 

      When we’d had enough cookies, I brought out 

the wrapped presents with the traditional warning not to  

   Jake (l.) & Aimée (r.)       open them till Christmas.  Immediately I followed up 
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with the stuffed animals.  Aimée grabbed up her Mousie into a delighted hug, and Jake gleefully 

made her unicorn prance around on the coffee table.  (As you will learn later in this memoir, 

Aimée slept with her Mousie for many years.  In the snuggling, it lost its ears, whiskers, and tail, 

eventually turning into a gray lump of frayed plush with a black button-nose.)  Barbara also gave 

me a wrapped present, quite obviously a shirt, which I put under my Christmas dieffenbachia.  

 A little wistfully, Barbara remarked that I was a good father, and I reassured her that I’d 

keep on being one, come what may—that they’d always be a huge part of my life, my family.  

Patting my hand affectionately, she started talking excitedly about moving to Florida.  Living 

with Martha, Gene, and little Bobbie in their tiny house was a concern, especially now that 

Martha was expecting again.  But it would be wonderful to be with her sister again.  She couldn’t 

wait to start classes and move on with her life.   

 On that optimistic note, Barbara’s excited expression suddenly turned to concern as she 

said that Mother and Bill had told her about offering me the job in Argentina.  It was my turn to 

get excited about a prospect.  Her concern wasn’t so much about distant Buenos Aires as the new 

career direction for me.  To leave teaching after all those years of schooling…   

 Not having actually worried about that, I explained that since the teaching market was 

dead anyway, this was my lucky chance to switch into the important and far more lucrative field 

of industrial construction management.  That seemed to make perfect sense to me, but Barbara 

still looked troubled.  I was determined not to look that gift horse in the mouth. 

 While the girls played and read in their picture books, Barbara helped me pull dinner 

together.  She put the rolls, which I’d totally forgotten, into the oven to brown and took over 

making the salad while I set the table.  It was pleasant shades of marriage-past and, like her 

excited attitude about the future, a great comfort for me in our newly divorced relationship.  Our 

love also endured.  

 For dinner, we sat the girls on stacks of cushions and pillows and dived into the fantastic 

pot roast.  I deviously explained borrowing the pot and recipe from a friend’s mother.  Unaware 

of the romance(s) in my life, Barbara said she was glad that I seemed so happy in my apartment, 

and I said I was indeed, avoiding further details by complaining about the cold and snow.   

 Barbara commented brightly that we sure wouldn’t have to worry about snow in Florida 

or Argentina.  I asked how the visit with Mother and Bill had gone over in Michigan, and she 

laughed.  Apparently, Mother was a hit with professorial Papa and Nana and the girls, but as I 

expected, Bill took them all rather aback with his Texas-ness. Jake chimed in that Bill talked like 

a cowboy, and I explained how he was soon going to be my step-father—and their step-

grandfather.  Imagine that!  

 After dinner Barbara took the girls into the living room while I washed dishes and 

wondered what my darling Kenny might be up to right now with his own family, worried about 

dear Ken’s arrival tomorrow evening, congratulated myself on the Buenos Aires coup, and 

figured Barbara’s visit was going pretty well.  Soapy water helped to clear the mind, like 

swabbing the decks, but did nothing for my general befuddlement. 

# 

 

  My scullery duty done, I sat on the floor with Jake and Aimée playing a silly board game 

called Hi-Ho Cherry-O, which I’d bought for them last spring.  They still found it terribly 

exciting, and I feigned dismay at losing again and again.  There were other games and books to 

be read on laps, and soon it was their bedtime.  I helped get them into their jammies and tucked 

them into bed with good-night kisses, just like old times.  Aimée hugged her new Mousie tight.    
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 In our free evening time, Barbara and I assembled the various things she wanted to take, 

some dishes, pots and pans, things like her mixer, table and bed linens, towels, and some clothes 

I’d been holding onto for her.  Then there were bigger things like her sewing machine, an antique 

end-table that had belonged to her folks, and the large framed print of a Chagall painting which 

I’d never much cared for.  It took me several trips downstairs to load all the stuff into the car. 

 Once that was done, we got into our nightgown and new nightshirt respectively and sat in 

the living room with cups of chamomile tea, a soporific that Kenny had introduced me to.  Again 

it felt like old times, only in our new relationship, relaxed.   

 Barbara gave me another of her concerned looks and remarked vaguely that she was 

worried about me.  When I asked why, she explained that she was afraid that I’d “end up being a 

lonely old man.”  Now that was the furthest thing from my mind.  Such was society’s general 

pessimistic view of a gay man’s future:  After all, gay people couldn’t have a legal “spouse,” and 

thus no real family to care for us in our dotage.   

 I assured her once more that she and the girls would always be my family, and I didn’t 

plan on being lonely.  Evasively, I remarked that I was sure I’d find a lover someday.  When she 

recalled how lonely I’d been that first year in Seattle, I explained that in this new decade the 

country wasn’t anywhere near as homophobic as back then, my getting fired notwithstanding.   

 Looking dubious, Barbara begged me to just be careful.  I may have even expressed hope 

that someday gay people would really get truly liberated.  We left that difficult subject and over 

the last of our tea talked more about her move to Florida.  I promised to come visit as soon as 

possible, hopefully for Jake’s birthday.  Then she got into bed with the girls, and I sacked out on 

the sofa feeling utterly liberated already. 

# 

 

 Also just like old times, Barbara made us breakfast with the morning shining in bright 

colors through Kenny’s usurped handiwork.  We chatted about some other things she might want 

to take along, like the vacuum cleaner, bathroom scale, and the little rug in the bedroom.  We got 

dressed, and while she dressed the girls, I took that stuff down to the car as well. 

 With everything all packed and ready and us in our coats, we sat in the living room with 

more coffee observing our family practice (actually a Russian tradition I rather liked) of fooling 

the house spirits by pretending not to be leaving.  The girls thought it a splendid game to play the 

trick on them.  Just as we were about to get up to go, there came a loud knock on the door. 

 When I opened it, what to our wondering eyes should appear but Kenny in his fur coat 

and Romana in another (fox?), who sang out, “We wish you a Merry Christmas!” and etc.  

Stunned, I stepped back to let them come in, Kenny with a holly wreath and Romana with a 

festive plate of cookies which I recognized as traditional Russian shortbreads very like those 

Nana always made.   

 Barbara was of course no less surprised than I.  Introducing herself, Romana said she’d 

heard Barbara was visiting, and since they’d met last year at a department party, she wanted to 

say hi and happy holidays.  Kenny simply said he was glad to meet her.  When I’d found my 

tongue, I explained that they were my friends, dancers, from the ballet company. 

 We hung the wreath on the door and all took off our coats (a total fake-out for the house 

spirits).  Sitting down with more coffee for our guests and their new cookies, we dropped even 

more crumbs than with the chocolate chips.  Romana told Barbara that I was her very favorite 

professor at UWM, which I thought undue flattery.  Neither of us referred to my now temporary 

academic status. 
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 Excitedly, Jake asked Romana if she really could dance ballet, and she and Kenny did an 

impromptu partnering routine for us.  Watching Romana’s graceful extensions and twirls, Jake’s 

eyes got big, and I secretly hoped maybe she’d grow up to be a dancer.  (As there likely won’t be 

opportunity later in this memoir, I’ll note here that some years later Jake did take ballet lessons, 

but her interest didn’t last.)   

 After the dancing, Kenny and Romana told Barbara about their roles in “Coppelia,” and 

she wished she’d seen the production.  This reminded me to haul out the program with its picture 

of Ted and Cynthia, and when I pointed out my stage name, David, we all had a good laugh.   

 Recognizing that we’d been just about to leave, Romana said they really had to go now to 

deliver more holiday cheer to our friend Janine.  She wanted me to keep the rest of her cookies, 

but I insisted on trading for chocolate chips.  Everybody got all bundled up again, Kenny and 

Romana went their furry way, and we sat down again for another round of our superstitious 

ritual.  In our quiet sitting, Barbara remarked that she was pleased to see that I had such nice 

friends.  I agreed that they were indeed great friends. 

 This time when we suddenly got up to leave, the house spirits were taken unaware.  For a 

swift getaway, Barbara and I carried the girls on another rattling ride in the elevator and down 

the long walk to the street.  Approaching the car, we walked on either side of a lamp-post and 

both automatically said, “Bread and butter!”  Jake and Aimée echoed this family tradition. 

 I should explain that this was an incantation against ever losing each other, which as I can 

now happily attest, we have not.  Those were the very first words I’d heard Barbara utter—in a 

Seattle department store for the same magical purpose with her sister Martha, and over our years 

of marriage, we’d invoked the efficacious charm hundreds of times.  Whenever we’re together 

even now and walk on either side of something, it’s our automatic exclamation.   

 Putting the girls into the back seat, I kissed each and told them I’d miss them.  Before she 

got into the car, Barbara and I hugged again and kissed goodbye.  I wished her a wonderful trip 

to Florida and sent fond greetings to her folks and to Martha and Gene.  I turned back to the 

Bellevue feeling terrifically content—and going in the front door almost walked into Kenny 

who’d been waiting in ambush. 

### 
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3.3 THE CONJUGAL VISIT 

—in which Ken visits 

 

 Now we come to a difficult part in writing this memoir, namely the heart of the holidays, 

about which I have no concrete or even visceral recollection.  Indeed, there’d been that news in 

Ken’s recent letter about coming to visit me in Milwaukee, but in what I wrote a couple weeks 

later, I found an enigmatic remark about being in New Orleans again for New Year’s.  Neither 

alternative scenario has left any trace in my gray matter.  Still, a few incidents that could’ve 

happened in either place have left indelible memories.  

 This disturbing lapse of memory recalls a passage in Lawrence Durrell’s “Alexandria 

Quartet,” a literary favorite since my Tulane years, if only for one of the volumes being entitled 

“Balthazar.”  One of the characters, a Copt named Narouz, remarked rather poetically that in the 

desert “The wind blew out one’s footsteps like candle flames.”  The narrator added, “So it seems 

to me does reality.  How then can one hunt for the truth?”   

 I think the only way is knowing where you started and where you ended up.  Wherever 

your steps may have wandered in between, any one path may be as true as any other.  As my 

makeshift raft careened headlong through the holiday rapids, the river banks blurred, ceasing to 

be anywhere in particular, and as each dangerous boulder was avoided, it ceased to exist.  Like 

flotsam, my footsteps were swept along and away with the flow, leaving no trace.   

 I can only hope to describe my mysterious trip through the Christmas holidays of 1970 in 

the most generic terms.  To do so, I tend to believe the Milwaukee scenario.  That setting at least 

seems familiar for what probably happened, and New Orleans doesn’t.  After all, if I (and 

according my later notation, apparently Kenny) did go to New Orleans for New Year’s with Ken, 

I should have at least a vague notion of where we stayed or what we did.  My only clue is one of 

those few indelible memories I mentioned:  somewhere, somehow Ken met Kenny. 

 A clue indicating possibly Milwaukee is my later writing something about Herman’s 

Christmas party, not necessarily proving that I went to it, but implying that something happened 

there.  Also indelible in my mind is the fact that Ken met Kenny at a party, but it could have 

been in either city.  I haven’t even a ghost memory of any party, but Herman’s would be 

plausible because I think I knew about it beforehand. 

 In that connection, I do recall in some detail going out to the Castaways that Wednesday 

night before Ken arrived.  Or maybe it was before Kenny and I left town?  Here’s what I’m 

willing to believe happened.  Even a month since my Thanksgiving visit, many of the guys at the 

bar were still familiar and willing dance partners.  I’d kept them busy for about an hour when 

Sister Doug arrived and was surprised to find me there unescorted.  I explained that Kenny was 

with his family for their Hanukah celebration.  Like the fox, I was on the town-o. 

 With Doug was his roommate, my former suitor Len, who gave me a friendly but formal 

hug and invited me to their New Year’s Eve party.  He graciously told me to bring “either Ken.”  

His boyfriend Bill smiled at me enigmatically.  To calm him, I made Bill dance with me and told 

him I was glad they were together.  I’d always felt jealousy an unworthy emotion. 

 While Doug and I were dancing, Herman arrived, and he and Doug greeted each other 

with affectionate hugs.  Herman introduced us to his new roommate, a chic blond lesbian named 

Maryann in a sexily futuristic outfit not unlike Nancy Sinatra in “Barbarella,” and invited us to 

their party on Saturday, Christmas Day’s night.    

 Anything more about that evening would be bald-faced fiction. 

# 
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 You may recall Ken’s earlier writing about tickets to a “Messiah” performance, which is 

a strong indicator that we’re talking about Milwaukee.  This suggests a possible third alternative:  

that Ken came to Milwaukee and Kenny and I went to New Orleans.  I’m certainly not the one to 

ask.  However, I do recall specifically that I proudly held Ken’s hand during that performance, 

and it was there and then in Handel’s exalted oratorio that I achieved a certain religious clarity 

that has enlightened me all these many years since.  Let me paraphrase.  

 The almost ecstatic quote from Isaiah that begins:  “For unto us a child is born, unto us a 

son is given…” is what set me off.  I found it thrilling to call someone “Wonderful” and “Prince 

of Peace,” but the other grandiose epithets offended me.  Particularly offensive was personifying 

the infinite deity as finite or vice versa.  Contemplating the messianic myth, I came to understand 

its motive being to let folks avoid taking personal responsibility for their lives.  The dramatic 

myth provides a scapegoat to saddle with our guilt and rely on for our hopes, as well as a 

convenient stooge to blame (and punish) as necessary.  

 Allow me also to digress and remark on a section of Handel’s work which I’ve only 

recently recognized as possibly the German-speaking composer’s hysterical miscalculation (or 

joke) in the English lyrics.  There’s a section that elaborates the line “We, like sheep, have gone 

astray.”  The ornamental repetitions of the first half of that sentence now suggest a bunch of 

shepherds exulting as they scandalously tend their flocks by night.  Maybe they omitted that 

section from the performance Ken and I attended.  Otherwise, I’m sure I’d have noticed 

something so worthy of a Monty Python skit and burst out laughing.  

 Sitting there holding my lover’s hand and thinking such heretical things, I came to some 

even more apocalyptic truisms:  that theology is simply sanctified mythology, rituals are just 

magical spells, and prayers are mere wishful thinking.  Realistically, it would’ve been awfully 

hard for me to forget where and when I experienced such a flash of enlightenment.  When 

afterwards I told Ken about it, he called me an atheist, and I explained that I was simply a non-

Christian, i.e., a heathen.  (Nowadays I call myself a non-denominationalist.)  It’s wonderful how 

art can so totally explain and illuminate life! 

# 

 

 There are some other relatively reliable remnants of the visit with Ken.  I recall giving 

him a carved and inlaid wooden box, in reference to the poem I’d written for him the past 

summer about collecting mementos of our love, and according to my later note, he gave me a 

heavy winter scarf.  I wish that I had even a phantom memory of when or how I told Ken about 

the job opportunity in Buenos Aires.  I only know he got tremendously excited about it, as was I. 

 On the visit with Ken, wherever it was, there were actually some memorable aspects of 

our love-making.  Once in bed together, Ken acted very reluctant to get down and dirty.  He let 

me fuck his angel face, but not go down on him, and in spite of my begging, he refused to 

sodomize me.  Instead, he knelt over me and jacked off, making a white mess in my chest-hairs.  

No doubt I can remember this detail because such restraint was totally new in my salacious 

experience and rather frustrating, to say the least. 

 In our second sexual exchange (which I recall for the same reason), Ken was still hesitant 

about doing his conjugal duty, and I asked why he wouldn’t fuck me.  He said, “I’m sorry, but 

I’ve got a little sore…”  and showed me a tiny red pimple on the side of his cock, worrying 

maybe he’d gotten something from a guy he’d picked up in Lafitte’s some weeks before.  He 

said he’d go to a doctor as soon as he could.  Playing quack doctor, I figured it didn’t look all 
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that serious and convinced him to let me massage his affected member with my anal sphincter.  

That innovative therapy nicely assuaged my raging lust.   

# 

 Honestly, I’d love to expand upon the conjugal visit, wherever it happened, in those 

several days over Christmas and New Year’s, but anything more would be sheer invention.  

Since this is supposed to be a memoir, I’ll forego entertaining fictions and leave that holiday 

period with those few sketchy notes.  Some might wonder why I even bother to write about 

something I can’t really remember, and clueless friends ask why I write memoirs at all.  (Many 

people don’t want to think about their earlier lives.  Water under the bridge and all that…) 

 My best answer to that “great question” is another striking quote, this time from the 

Mexican artist and feminist icon Frida Kahlo:  “I paint flowers so they won’t die.”  I write 

memoirs so my footsteps won’t blow out like candle flames in the desert winds of time.  So that 

at least some faint footprint will remain to hint at the truth of my treasured past. 

 Even better, as witnesses to the truth of loving Ken and Kenny, I have that bouquet of 

undying flowers on the rummage-sale tapestry, that glistening pearl in its little blue bottle, and 

Kenny’s fluffy blue sweater. 

### 
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3.4 THE FIRST CATARACT 

—in which Kenny leaves for the first time 

 

 After racing mindlessly through the rocks and rills of the holiday rapids, my raft again 

floated peacefully down the cold stream through Milwaukee.  I looked back then on those couple 

festive weeks with apparently no more memory of the harrowing trip than now so many years 

later.  As January, 1971 began, my life was once again like old song:  Life is but a dream.  My 

dreamlike love affair with Kenny flowed on with little or no thought of the cataracts lying 

directly ahead, the cascade of farewells. 

 Perhaps it was not being able to recall the trip through the rapids that made me return to 

journaling at last.  On Tuesday, January 5, with the brand new year and school term just 

underway, I suddenly felt the need to record my experiences once more.  I remarked, “Somehow 

today, sliding on the ice of the sidewalk, I knew that the page has been turned completely now.” 

 Prophetically, I added, “In the long years ahead, if there are to be any, I will simply have 

to rely on my obscuring memory to piece together the faces, chronology, and even events 

themselves.”  Further along in my almost stream-of-consciousness musings I wrote, “Really, I’m 

not of a mind to recap the lapsed months.  Maybe they’ll be more vivid in your scarred memory, 

whoever you are.”  (They’re not, damn it!) 

 All the same, I continued with an unhelpful list of events:  “…divorce, meeting Kenny 

the dancer, excitement of super-ing in “Coppelia,” confusion about Ken during his visits.  

Trauma in New Orleans during New Year’s as though it has changed with Ken.”  There’s the 

enigmatic comment that makes those distant holidays such a mystery.   

 Why would I have written that unless I really did go to New Orleans?  And what on earth 

was the trauma?  Maybe I’m suffering trauma-induced amnesia.  What with Ken’s unusual 

sexual behavior, I probably did sense a change in him.  Still, the change may have actually been 

in me, a shift in my emotions from passion to a more platonic love.  These things happen.   

 At another point on the page, I even confronted, if only momentarily, “…the uncertainty 

of the future where Buenos Aires looms like a tropical island, where only desolation awaits when 

Kenny has gone to New York, where life with Ken seems so chance-y.  That’s not the word, but 

it will do.”   This incoherent comment sure sounds to me like a change in amorous attitude. 

 Still blind to all the opportunities I had for happiness, I looked back on my other love 

affair and exulted that “Kenny has brought poetry from me, and now I’ve begun sculpture again 

with a great deal of satisfaction.  I’m functioning again.”  Apparently, I meant artistically.  It 

would be a stretch to think I meant mentally.  Later on, I noted starting sculpture during the 

holidays, most likely in Milwaukee.  Such mysteries, some say, are the spice of life.   

 My interest in sculpture went back several years before to a class at Tulane in which I 

made some rather striking pieces in clay, including a portrait head of an Israeli sailor named 

Aaron, the most exquisite man I’ve ever seen in person.  In Milwaukee, my new phase of 

sculpture was done in wire attempting to render three-dimensional forms in the abstract lines of 

wire.  Viewed from various angles, the wires produced partial outlines of as many different 

forms.  Several I considered very successful, like a pair of dancers in a pas de deux.  

# 

 

 The journal entry for the next day is a surprising return to my style in earlier years.  In 

almost an Acmeist poem in prose, it gives this old man a first description of being with his 
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dancer lover of so long ago.  As well as a glimpse of winter in Milwaukee.  I’d broken off the 

earlier entry in mid-sentence:  “Now—.” 
 

Wednesday, January 6, 1971:  “At that point Kenny whistled at the window of my office 

as planned.  There he was standing on the walk with lumps of snow around him, his scarf 

wrapped up around his head from the bitter and his dance-bag slung heavy over his 

shoulder.  He was to stay the night with me so he could get up early to go dance at Brown 

Deer High.  So we crunched down the street together.  The little shards of ice would 

skitter along the walk from a kick and make a very pure, hollow clink.  But he was so 

miserable with his cold.   

 “In the darkness with window-frame shadows on book shelves and pictures, 

Kenny stroked my cheek, and we tried to sleep, restlessly.  The touch of his knee and the 

sound of a drip from the radiator pan.  And I dreamed of river banks, searching for the 

Gin Mill.  I lay like a log long after he’d gotten up and left me.   

 “When Kenny returned, I turned down the medieval music on WFMR and put 

him back to bed.  He was asleep in his nightshirt before I left for my class, his fuzzy head 

laid back on the pillow in the dimness of the room.  Outside, it was 8 below.  Had been -

11.  And my breath froze on the scarf Ken gave me.  Again the clatter of snow chunks 

like stony Styrofoam.” 
 

 How unfortunate that with Kenny’s cold we didn’t engage in any hanky-pank, but in fact 

this far along in our relationship, we weren’t as desperately passionate as earlier on.  It would 

seem that our fires had now burned down to embers, and we were banking them to savor their 

last gentle warmth. 

# 

 

 The dam having broken with Wednesday’s entry, the next day I wrote at length mulling 

many things, including art and parting, and recorded more treasured images of Kenny. 
 

Thursday, January 7:  “When I came home yesterday, Kenny was still asleep, or at least 

just lying there, and sounded very miserable as we sat over soups and jelly breads.  But 

miserable or no, a little affection as he lay on the sofa in the nightshirt.  The exertion of 

changing sheets collapsed us onto the bed for the warmth of bodies again.   

 “Later we dressed for him to go to his rehearsal [for a dance recital] and me to a 

movie (“If…”).  He combed his hair down smooth.  Kenny’s square face changes so 

depending on his hair.  I believe he’s even more attractive with it straight, just over the 

forehead a little. 

 “Tomorrow he will be off to New York to be with his flautist and check in with 

the ABT School. … As I was writing that, Kenny came into the office and plopped down 

into the chair, throwing me a little kiss, and his eyes glittered because he felt so much 

better with his head open.  The brown cap had left an indentation in his hair. 

 “We wasted over an hour in the restaurants and stores and exhibition gallery.  I’m 

afraid there was little among the ceramic intestines (called Extrusions) that held our 

interest, except a rotating bronze bust.  By then, Kenny was, as he said, suffering from 

the blahs and didn’t want to go to partnering.  Walking up and down steps, scarves slung 

in long loops round our heads, I thought again that tomorrow he’s going away for a while 

and felt blahs of my own.   
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 “The ax is already on its downward swing as this month grinds on.  Come its end, 

and he will be gone.  But I’ll not let myself dwell on it, just like I’d never let myself think 

of Ken’s soon departure last summer.  When I left him in New Orleans, it came like a 

blow in the dark.  Oh, I tell myself that Kenny’s going away is inevitable.  He’s young, 

exuberant.  There’s a career before him, and more lovers to be taken.  I face it with a 

mystical resignation having known since that October night when he kissed me in 

Romana’s back yard that it would end.” 
 

 Notice how I was still blind as a bat to the golden opportunity right in front of my face.  I 

was still trapped in my original story of a tragically doomed love.  Mystical resignation, my ass!  

But then I guess my stoicism was right in line with the realities of being gay at that time.   

 Curiously, I reported next on our paying a visit to Doug and Len at their apartment.  I 

should warn you that (shortly after I either attended or missed Len’s New Year’s party), we’d all 

chosen drag-joke names for ourselves.  Doug was Dotty, Len Lena, and with both the 

“Alexandria Quartet” and the Marquis de Sade in mind, I chose Justine.  Kenny couldn’t decide 

between Beverly and Joyce.  Len’s Bill refused to play, so to his annoyance, we all called him 

Wilhelmina.  It was sheer campy silliness.   

 In remarks on that visit, I flippantly noted:  “It’s funny how I seldom even think now 

when I look at Lena about those weeks when he hovered around me at the drop forge and 

complicated my life with Ken.  Even though her letters are still in my desk drawer.  Perhaps I 

should read them.  Maybe someday I will.”  (Nearly fifty years later, I finally did.  Oy weh!)   

 Thank goodness, then I gave another glimpse of Kenny and me together: 
 

 “The cold walk that brought me back here to the office while Kenny rehearses 

was endearing.  All the way I held his arm along the sidewalks.  He’d wrapped me in my 

scarf so I could move my head neither to the side nor up and down.  We laughed and 

sang, and I said this was what Gay Lib was all about.   

 “On the way he remarked that he fairly well knows now that he doesn’t love the 

flautist.  I don’t know if this was to infer that he does love me, or that he also knows that 

he doesn’t love me either.  If he doesn’t love me, does it matter much?  He acts so much 

more like it than others who have loved me.  Like kisses in the stairwell when he goes to 

class, little touches…   

 “Of course, much of the furious pace is gone, when a look or a touch would excite 

us.  The fact remains that we still feel passion.  When I look at his high cheeks and their 

scythe sideburns, or think of the rock hardness of his body, I still feel hunger—except for 

right now when I’m intellectualizing too much.” 

# 

 

 The next day I wrote a whole lot less, probably so as not to deal with my difficult 

emotions around Kenny’s trip to New York.  It was the first of our cascading farewells, or in 

theatrical terms, a blocking rehearsal, and I tried not to pay much attention to it.   
 

Friday, January 8 

 “Blurrily in the cold last night, I saw Kenny off at the bus stop.  Last frantic little 

waves.  And then a breath-steaming walk home with icicles forming on my eyelashes.  

No, not tears.  
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 “Today I’ve been too involved with other things to fret much, except in the two 

calls.  His last was brief, and now as I sit in my living room, he’s on his way to the 

airport, doubtless very anxious about seeing the flautist.  I can’t imagine what’s going to 

happen, but I’m rather calm and set for the weekend.   

 “Last night in trying to thrash things out about Ken, I went back to the old journal 

pages and was surprised to find that much of our time was contained, except for going to 

New Orleans and after.  Anyway, it was an engrossing and effective means of reminding 

myself of the reality of the situation.”  
 

Saturday, January 9:  “…Bought some wire, softer, which I fiddled with, experimenting 

on a head.  Only one piece was acceptable, and now I’m looking at it on the end table 

from absolutely the worst angle.  I’ll have none of it.  And broccoli.  That was supper.  

Occasionally I wondered how Kenny must be doing in New York, but I didn’t linger on 

the subject.  There’s only an incipient headache to remind me. 

 “Before leaving for the concert [Mozart’s “Requiem”], I called Ken, and his voice 

was smooth, soft, surprised that I’d called.  It somehow snuggled around me and made 

me feel very content.  But the contentment is quieter, less sentimental than when we 

called each other last fall, when I nuzzled each word.  Now just the splendid fact that 

there was my man speaking of things he’s doing and how he’s feeling.  He was depressed 

the Sunday we were gone, and I tried to comfort him, apologizing for the strangeness of 

the holiday—and offering the happy hopes of Buenos Aires.” 
 

 Now wait just a minute!  “The Sunday we were gone” is a smoking gun if I’ve ever seen 

one.  Unless Ken was also confused about when we left, to be gone on Sunday, Kenny and I had 

to have left New Orleans on New Year’s Eve.  How very odd.  But what was the strangeness?  

What I wrote after that simply thickens the plot:  “Passing the library, I saw lovely Wayne of the 

second trip to New Orleans.”  A second trip could only have been over the recent holidays, and I 

can’t imagine who Wayne was, lovely or not.   

 In my brief unescorted time, I naturally reverted to old patterns: 
 

 “Hitchhiked to Brady and Farwell, bus to Water, and freezing walk to Castaways, 

where I found Herman and Maryann.  They were leaving this morning for Washington.  

He and I wound up at the Ten Hundred until closing, where we saw Ken’s friends Ron 

and Wayne.  [Not lovely Wayne?  But this one was Ken’s friend…]  It was good because 

they took my mind off a definite attraction to a black-haired kid named Mark who’d been 

dancing at Herman’s crazy Christmas party.” 
 

 More pieces of the puzzle!  I must have been at Herman’s party to have seen Mark 

dancing.  So we must have been in New Orleans for New Year’s where the “strangeness” 

happened.  Now that I think of it, when visiting Doug and Len, there’d been no mention of his 

New Year’s party, so where we were when looks pretty certain.  But what happened? 

 Speaking of reverting to old patterns, I added (inveterate slut that I was):  “Which doesn’t 

mean I’m intending to ignore attractions tonight.  …  After a day alone, I believe I’d like to 

spend the night with someone.  …  And it isn’t sex.  Isn’t anything, as a matter of fact.  Just 

company, I guess.  Besides, Kenny’s with that guy, and Ken’s out in the Quarter.”   

# 
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 I let that Sunday without Kenny pass without writing, but caught up on Monday.  

Frankly, I’m impressed with how at first I suddenly let all my feelings hang out.   
 

Monday, January 11:  “Something may have happened, or plans changed.  I don’t know 

which I prefer, but there’s been no word from Kenny even till now in official evening.  

Beginning last night and mounting today, I’ve been feeling a monumental case of anxiety 

in anticipation of his return.  All my calls to his house this afternoon have simply rung 

and rung.   

 “Against my will, I’ve felt these horrible fears that perhaps something bad has 

happened.  The whole weekend when I allowed it, I hoped that all was well in New York, 

and now I have no way of knowing if all might not have been entirely too well.  Naturally 

Kenny has every right just to stay if he finds he loves the guy again.  I try to fight the 

hysteria growing in me like a fantastic fungus.  It just elaborate worry, I suppose. 

 “As an exercise in temporary abandon, or sincerity, or whatever, I went home 

with Jerry Saturday night.  [There’s a ghost-memory of this trick, rather skinny, I 

believe.]  The point of it, I believe, was to make sure I could still give without confusion.  

[That’s a fairly obtuse reason.]  And I suppose I can.  It was for the moment, as though to 

complete the cycle begun when he kissed me in Andy’s car.  Perhaps it’s good that I 

haven’t really thought much about it since.  It had nothing to do with the dumps I fell into 

yesterday evening waiting for Kenny.  A nap and then it was disturbing how little came 

of wire work afterwards.” 

 “Today’s classes were dispiriting without a hope of seeing Kenny at his barre, 

head erect, the blue legwarmers bunched on his buttocks.  I sit here staring at the white 

Balthazar’s Bath Salts bottle that Bogdan gave me [which I still have!], for all the world 

like a Modigliani mournful.  Tired, I suppose.  My only solace is that Coco Chanel has 

finally conked.  RIP.  Diddle, diddle, stare at the wall, and think of things to do all.  I 

think Aleksandr Blok is a poopy poet.” 

### 
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3.5 THE SECOND CATARACT 

—in which Kenny leaves for the second time 

 

 After that penetrating literary criticism, I apparently got really desperate for something to 

distract me from the anxiety of waiting for Kenny. 
 

Tuesday, January 12, 1971:  “Yesterday evening [still having heard nothing from Dr. S], 

out of desperation, I’d scarcely opened my thesis folders when there was a faint call of 

my name from out on the walk.  Outside the door, stunned with the happiness of seeing 

him again, I walked up to Kenny standing in the dark by his suitcase.  He’d been in the 

theater all evening rehearsing.  We got a ride home with the two dancer-sisters, and in the 

car there were hints of news besides the fact that he’d gotten the scholarship.  They left 

me at my door with all that rotten mood shattered. 

 “After a long talk with the wife in Florida, [There a week by then, Barbara was 

already feeling the cramped quarters in her sister’s house.] I got back on the phone with 

Kenny and heard how wretched the whole affair with the flautist was.  He’d made little 

effort to see Kenny, who’d had to stay with perfect strangers, and only later broke the 

news that it was over.  My poor Kenny sounded unmoved on the phone, when I knew he 

was horribly upset.  [Don’t imagine that this was purely compassion on my part.  I’m 

sure I took a great deal of satisfaction from the debacle.]  But the scholarship is gotten, 

and he’ll still be going, even though he’ll have to find some other place to live.  [You 

idiot!  You could go to New York with him.]  Then I let him go to sleep. 

 “Later, Ken called sheepishly to announce that his blood test was positive [for 

syphilis].  Apparently his frustrating reticence over the holidays had been for a good 

reason.  That meant the first thing this morning I went into the snow and took a bus to the 

clinic.  It was closed, and I rode back again, disgusted, to class. 

 “While I sat here in the office cogitating, Kenny came in from his class and kissed 

me.  How good it was to see him again, wild in his new white shirt with lacey trim.  I 

peeked in between classes at him at the barre, and we saw each other for lunch in the 

drugstore, where I told him about having to go downtown again.  [I’d already told him 

about Ken thinking he might have some kind of VD, so Kenny and I hadn’t had serious 

“penetrative” intercourse since, our passion sufficiently sated with lighter intimacies.]  

The only troubling part was the piddling wait for them to take the sample.  At least I’ll 

know tomorrow evening.” 

# 

 At this point in the new journal, my narrative gets quite confusing, remarking about 

things sometimes in reverse order and at others totally out of any order.  I can only take that fact 

as indicative of my impaired mental and emotional faculties.  Take for instance this sequence of 

excerpts from the entry for two days later: 
 

Thursday, January 14:  “…I write this evening because I’m at home with the radio 

incredibly broken when Kenny kicked it off the table this morning [in an amorous 

accident], and it’s not terribly long before I’ll be off to bed.  … 

 “This evening after a drowsy hour of scheduling classes around Mardi Gras and 

reading some stories for no reason whatsoever, I went over to see Kenny after his class.  

As we walked down the hallway, he cut a strange figure in his fur coat over tights and 

white slippers.  We went into the dressing room and found a mattress where we threw 
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ourselves down and napped, his coat spread over us.  The heating ducts creaked, and 

voices garbled to nonsense.  In our slippers and boots, we lay there as people tramped 

through the room and were awakened by a person in a red pajama costume.  Somehow 

surreal with a huge thing growing out of his thigh.  When Kenny went into rehearsal, 

Jojean and I went to see a movie. 

 “Yesterday evening, not particularly for hunger’s sake, we walked to Kalt’s for 

dinner, chattering our way over piles of dirty snow about our encounters over the 

weekend.  I recall stepping off a curb and trying to explain how when I think of Kenny 

with someone else, it’s not exactly jealousy I feel.  He supplied the word:  concern.   

 “In the restaurant we sat at a table for two apart and half-hidden under beer signs. 

[Where I broke the news that my test was negative—but they’d said only two weeks was 

too early to tell.]  Over our chicken I let him read my letter to old friend Richard [the one 

from Seattle that I called the Twooth], even though on the last page I’d written about my 

decision to wait out the next months of teaching and then go with Ken to Buenos Aires.  

Knowing that Kenny felt I was making a mistake about Ken, I must have looked pitiful 

because he put his hand on mine.  I leaned down and kissed it.  His smile showed a 

tremendous appreciation of the situation.” 
 

 I really wonder how I could presume to read Kenny’s smile.  And what did I mean by 

appreciation, especially tremendous?  I expect Kenny’s smile was one of intense disappointment.  

Here was the perfect chance for the sweet kid to ask me to come to New York with him, but how 

could he?  I’d just let him know that I wasn’t even thinking of him in the future.  In all 

likelihood, Kenny was horribly pained by what he’d read, and all I’d seen in his tortured smile 

was “appreciation of the situation.”  I cringe! 
 

 “Tuesday we’d spent the whole evening long in the theater for the dragging 

rehearsal of the recital, lying on the floor with the others, laughing, carrying on, and 

eating.  I felt a quiet part of the group again … reminiscent of the ballet rehearsals. …   

 “Kenny decided to stay over last night.  We came back here and agreeing to wait 

till morning, went to bed very pooped.  In short, our plan didn’t work.  In the morning, I 

lay spooned up to Kenny’s back, and the curves of his shoulder and arm were right there 

in front of my eyes.  In my sleepy bliss, I started muttering into his hair with no idea of 

what I needed to say.  It came out a very broken sentence with most unusual intonations 

on each word:  I love you.  Long ago we’d sort of agreed not to speak of such things, and 

I asked if it bothered him.  Giving me that same look of comprehension, he said no.” 
 

 What made me think it was comprehension?  The look was far more likely another one of 

mute anguish.  Note how hard I’d found those three words to say.  Kenny probably was having 

an even harder time wanting to say he loved me—or didn’t.  That “no” was a bit ambiguous. 

 Only now did I return to mention that the movie I’d gone to with Jojean was the intensely 

romantic Swedish film “Elvira Madigan.”  Based on a true story about the desperate love affair 

of a tight-rope walker and an AWOL soldier, it was a striking parallel to my own heart-

wrenching love affairs.  I remarked on it confusedly and added a touching scene as a finale:  
 

 “…from the first minutes I sensed the course of things and watched in fascination 

as the rope ran out.  I felt a harmonic chord resonate in my own life.  Actually, two of 

them, the way my life has been going now.  Not that Ken and I were like Sixten and 

Hedwig—I’m afraid he couldn’t be as intense, and he’s never had to realize any time 
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when one cannot reckon the cost.  But last summer I definitely was something of a 

Swedish deserter.  And with Kenny I feel even more of it.  Our affair is very like that 

constantly racing abandon with nothing inevitable but the outcome.  [How I closely clung 

to the false fatalism of our romance!  How I wish I could reach back and give myself a 

good slap upside the head!]  He and I will see it together tomorrow. … 

 “On the corner of Locust and Stowell, we kissed with cold lips and words of 

tomorrow.  Looking at the sidewalk, I thought of Kenny walking west, but didn’t look 

back as sometimes I’d do.  Occasionally when it was warmer, he’d be whistling from 

behind the corner house.” 

# 

 

 Waiting another two days to make the next entry, also confused and disordered, I dithered 

around and then unwittingly tossed a surprising clue into the holiday mystery. 
 

Saturday, January 16:  “At dinnertime this Saturday evening is admittedly a strange time 

to be sitting here in my office, but Kenny’s at the studio for a last rehearsal before 

tonight’s performance.  I let him sleep till after one this afternoon, and he’s been in a 

somewhat edgy mood after.  Meanwhile, I cleaned up the bathroom and kitchen, working 

for the hell of it in the nude.   

 “I probably shouldn’t let myself speculate, but I think that Kenny’s upset may be 

the excitement and fear of leaving growing in him.  I’d like to imagine it’s his fear of 

leaving me, but I doubt he thinks so seriously of me.  [Don’t bet on it!]  I believe his 

anxiety is mounting because in these past couple days he’s been telling all sorts of people 

about the scholarship and the departure.   

 “It’s been snowing half the day, light dry stuff, almost two inches of fresh, fine 

for skiing, but Kenny has decided he doesn’t want to go skiing tomorrow because the 

other day Judy accidentally kicked his ankle in class.   

 “We’ll go to see the rock-opera “Hair” tomorrow night and will dress up in wild 

duds.  Maybe I’ll even wear the flowered pants Kenny talked me into wearing New 

Year’s Eve in New Orleans.” 
 

 Okay!  That does it!  Something here is drastically amiss.  Here’s proof positive of that 

holiday in New Orleans, but we now know that Kenny and I may have left on New Year’s Eve, 

which makes little sense.  It sounds like even at the time I didn’t even have a clear memory of 

those events.  What’s more, I think I can say with undisputed authority that I’ve never owned, 

much less worn any flowered pants.  Not only did I reputedly wear such floral garb on New 

Year’s Eve, but according to this remark, they were still in my possession in mid-January.   

 Do you have any idea how unsettling it is to discover that a couple weeks of one’s life are 

a total blank?  My journal’s remarks about the time seem to refer to someone else.  Perhaps the 

trauma that brought on this spate of amnesia had something to do with those flowered pants?  Or 

can I simply have sleep-walked through two entire weeks in an ambulatory coma?  Still, why?  

And how do we explain those confounded flowered pants? 

 Then I jumped back to the day before with “A most pleasant time yesterday afternoon 

lying under a blanket with Kenny on Estelle’s sofa watching “The Phantom from Space.”  I 

snuggled up to his green corduroy thigh and felt his fingers winding in my hair.”  He didn’t stay 

with me that night, but “This morning I was awakened by Kenny’s warm mouth on my ear and 
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his tongue delving…”  Jumping back to the evening before, I wrote of going to the Swedish film 

with Kenny and remarked: 

 

 “The film scarcely lost any of its power for me on second viewing.  I’d clutch 

Kenny’s arm when I recognized harbingers of fate, like the remark about eggs at the 

luncheon table.  I gently put a chocolate raisin in his mouth while those ominous bees 

hummed.  Elvira/Hedwig was much stronger now that I caught more of her lines.  Nor 

did the similarity their affair to ours escape Kenny, I’m sure.  This morning on waking 

up, I told him I’d been dreaming about him and counting my money.  With my head on 

his shoulder, he asked, “How much do you have left?”  I answered about 12 days.   

 “Today in the line at the Palace to buy the tickets for “Hair”, Kenny broke the 

news that he had to go to Indianapolis to do his arrangement work [?], and be gone about 

a week.  That meant we’d have just two days before New York.  I remarked that suddenly 

I’d lost half my money.  But I promised to buy him an exotic fur coat in South America. 

 “While they were having a warm-up session in the studio, I sat watching Kenny 

work.  Straight and serious, his leg extended, his hand gesturing with our ring silver on 

his finger and feeling mine on my finger.  When his mother Estelle arrived, we sat 

together for the dance department recital and chatted till Kenny joined us for the second 

half.  He wasn’t happy with their dance, and I’d seen the tenuousness of it, though he did 

well in his schmaltzy role.  (Earlier in the dressing room, the clock suddenly fell off the 

wall.)  [A truly “off the wall” parenthetical detail.  A mysterious omen?] 

 “When we’d dropped Estelle off, we borrowed her car and made for the Chach.  

[The Castaways was now known as the Cha-Cha-Palace.]  There was much sweat-

making dancing and that contentment in being with my lover.  In the Rooster we wound 

up playing pool and clowning like the amateurs we are.  When a butch kid at the pinball 

machine cruised Kenny, he told me the very obvious size scared him.  Me too.” 

# 

 After another two days, I reported again on the affair with more confused chronology and 

attempts to comprehend my and Kenny’s feelings.   
 

Monday, January 18:  “At home now late in the evening having said goodnight to Kenny 

in the car out in front of the building.  We were just from seeing “The Secret of Dorian 

Grey” with an exquisitely shallow and sexy Helmut Berger.  Our talk in the front seat 

came round to a surprising pronouncement by my Kenny that he thinks he’ll never 

succeed because he always seems to miss his chance.  Somehow I managed to restrain 

myself from saying that he’s missing the chance we have now.”  [I was a fine one to be 

talking about missing chances!  This was a perfect chance for me to chuck my job and fly 

away with him.] 

 “For a second there I could see him sometime later thinking of me and realizing it.  

But myself, I know that I’ll always be here or there in some situation or another for him 

to turn or return to.  To cease triteness. 

 “…Yesterday afternoon I took the bus to Kenny’s and spent the time with grocery 

store, a Shirley Temple movie, and more talk with Estelle.  But she does talk, especially 

about the family.  Back home for a nap, so comfortable, I awakened in Kenny’s arms for 

his desire.  Whenever he wants me, I’m ready because my desire never stops.   
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 “Then fussing around dressing and to “Hair.”  [Since I’d seen it before in New 

York, this performance may have been literally unremarkable.]  Afterwards, in spite of 

qualms, I got up on the stage to dance with him.  [In those damned flowered pants!?]   

 “Later when we were dancing at the bar [in the flowered pants?], I must admit 

some disturbance at Kenny’s appreciation of a tall, bearded guy named Chuck with 

whom he danced a slow number.  In the Rooster, David [?] was unusually forward with 

me.  Later, I learned two things:  that Kenny had been upset by David and that he’s 

frightened to think of going home with other people.  For one so lovely, he has terrible 

feelings of inadequacy.  [Now that I think of it, what on earth were we doing wasting time 

in the bars with so little time left?]  

 “I’ve just remembered how yesterday I was walking down 40th in the gleaming 

snow and recalling early in the fall when there’d been no snow—when I’d walked there 

feeling Kenny’s presence in the houses around me.  …” 
 

 My sudden memory of that walk was probably caused by the fact that on this same day 

I’d written another poem, the first in some weeks.  Apparently my real emotions about Kenny’s 

imminent departure could only express themselves in poetry, and then only obliquely.  Untitled, 

the verse was very much in my favorite Acmeist style of eloquent mundane details. 
 

The afternoon had gone all white,  

Sunday, with Saturday’s snow, 

Bright with old footprints, but fresh. 

Shuffling at the bus stop, 

I smiled into the glitter 

That filtered out of the air, 

As though from branches 

Not there. 

It was on the edge of melt, 

Trickles ran through grates, 

And a girl chipped ice away 

On which we’d tramped. 

As I turned toward sun and street, 

Again black cracks in gutters 

Muttered with their watery tongues 

How it’s soon you’ll be gone. 

   (1/18/1971) 
 

  “… Today, late in the afternoon, we prepared Kenny’s resume for auditions and 

bussed it over to his house.  We were in time for a spaghetti supper which led into a long 

talk with Estelle about Kenny and other things while he packed for the trip.   

 “It underlined what I’ve already known—that Kenny’s almost completely 

uneducated except in performing arts.  But it has never mattered to me.  Our thing has 

been much more of the mind and heart than of reason.  And so what?  Soon enough I’ll 

be leaving this world of useless scholasticism.  It’s not by knowing who Voznesenski is 

that I’ll be living now, but by knowing what he is and what art is.  [That’s certainly a 

crock of blather.  But I guess I thought it meant something.] 
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 “Soon we were off to the workshop program where I unabashedly watched my 

beautiful lad dancing Caribbean in his flowered drape.  I even presumed to ask the 

choreographers questions.  Whence to the show.  [What show?] 

 “Around mid-day Gary [Ken’s brother] dropped in, and we made plans for Mardi 

Gras.  Sounds like there will be a whole passel going as Doug and Wayne are inclined.  If 

Kenny can manage it, he’ll come home to ride with us and then fly back to New York.  

No comment.  Now there’s only tomorrow to think of.  Wednesday and Indianapolis 

follow.” 
 

 There’s that mysterious Wayne again.  But I’m simply going to have to put that blank 

spate of amnesia behind me and accept the metaphorical fact that my little raft was now plunging 

headlong down the next cataract.   

### 
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3.6 THE THIRD CATARACT 

—in which Kenny leaves for the third time 

 

 So that was a heck of a week leading up to Kenny’s second departure.  While the journal 

provided a lot of intimate scenes with my dancer, it also illustrated well my confused emotions 

about “going with the flow”—and the dangers of riding a raft without oars or rudder.  For 

reasons that will be obvious immediately, I waited three days this time to make another entry. 
 

Thursday, January 21, 1971:  “Now you’ll want to hear about the many goings-on since 

Monday night.  It’s useless to beat around the bush on such a changeable morning as this 

Thursday.  Kenny has not gone to Indianapolis after all.  Suddenly there late Tuesday 

night (after he’d decided fairly well to leave today), after we’d kissed goodnight in the 

car, my days with him extended by one more, he called to say that the show [?] isn’t 

happening now.  You can imagine what emotions that evoked.  I slept peacefully. 

 “What with giving exams, I was out early on Tuesday and went to the studio, 

where I dozed on a sofa at the bottom of the old stairwell.  Hands wrapped in my scarf 

like a muffler.  Occasionally I could see Kenny through a slit in the window.  When class 

was over and we were in the dressing room, there was even more flirting around than 

usual.  Leaning against the door-frame watching him shower.  Whereupon we said 

goodbye to Kathy and Myron who will be off on Saturday to Australia.   

 “On our walk, Kenny said he’d miss them, but he’d miss me most of all.  Other 

clumsy confidences from both sides going up the stairs in Mitchell Hall.  Waited in the 

Union where the sun reflected on the windows while he talked with the girl Chris.  I 

looked at him and ached to hold him again.  We went on the bus to finish his packing, 

and he sang the song “What Now My Love?”  I had to shield my eyes against the golden 

late afternoon sun and tried not to cry.  [Kenny really sang his heart out to me.  Witness 

the first verse of the song:  “What now my love? / Now that you left me— / How can I live 

through another day / Watching my dreams turn into ashes / and all my hopes into bits of 

clay? / Once I could see, once I could feel— / now I am numb— / I've become unreal.” 

And all I could do was try not to cry!?]  The sun bathed him as he drooped his head to 

doze, somehow honey on his hair and fur of his coat. 

 “At the house, we didn’t work but lay on the sofa with David Frost talking and 

snuggled until Estelle came home.  We sat at either end of the sofa with their little dog 

Cindy in my lap for a half-hour of news.  I petted the dog with little intimate noises 

aimed at Kenny.  Afterwards, his mom took off again, and we watched “Mod Squad,” me 

with my head on his lap, holding his thigh and surreptitiously doing provocative things 

which built up into an embrace.  Inevitably, Kenny led me with kisses into his bedroom.  

[I believe this was the only time we ever made love in his bed.]  Our shower together 

afterwards managed to calm me down somewhat.   

 “In the later evening, we went through his trunk of keepsakes, all the souvenirs of 

being in Brothers and Sisters [a local youth-performance group from long before the 

national TV series], letters from his lover from high school, Jerry.  My poor Kenny is 

afflicted with the same kind of lasting love for him as I suffered for Peter.  Imagining his 

high school with a lover made me regret again that mine was so lonely.  

 “Such an affair they had back in 1967, splendid notes and beautiful plans.  [This 

leads me to believe that Kenny was probably only 21 or 22.]  Also a theme paper from 
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high school, really descriptive showing a great deal of sensitivity in perception and much 

youthful concern for good and evil.  And annuals with pictures of the beautiful youth.   

 “Then we were off to the bar [Not again!  How could we waste our precious 

moments?], for dances [Oh.], in the luxurious space of a Tuesday night.  And over to the 

Rooster to chat with Len and Bill and play the new pinball machine.” 
 

 Such was the sentimental day we spent before Kenny was to leave me again.  After our 

quiet last night of dancing and playing pinball and being dropped off at the apartment (with a 

kiss in the car), I imagine my emotions were more than frazzled.  But Kenny’s call with the good 

news did wonders.  I suddenly found that I hadn’t lost half my money after all. 
 

 “Yesterday, Wednesday, I had to spend mostly without Kenny.  It was a whole 

day of giving exams and trying to keep up with the grading.  But we talked twice on the 

phone.  In the evening, Kenny and Estelle came to get me, and we went to Pier 611 for 

dinner.  His brother Roger was singing there and serenaded us with his guitar.  As usual, 

the dinner (with escargot and steaks), was dominated by his mother’s conversation, but 

it’s always pleasant and intelligent.  [I was again thrilled to be accepted like another 

brother in the family.] 

 “Then he and I went to see “The Owl and the Pussycat” as Len’s guests at the 

Mayfair [the theater that Wilhelmina managed].  When we came back here to my place, 

we listened distractedly to “Hair” as I played with his feet.  [No, I didn’t and don’t have a 

foot fetish.  Like those of most dancers, Kenny’s feet were somewhat misshapen by all the 

en pointe, and I massaged (caressed) them with love and sympathy.]  But we only had a 

brief while of kisses before he took off, and I slept a long, sound night.” 

# 

 

 “This Saturday noon at home I’m not going to waste much time going with all the 

times with Kenny, though that’s all there’s been for the past two days.  I’ve been with 

Kenny as much as possible, shopping, lying around, going to the bar and dancing.  Then 

parties:  their cousin club and one on Oakland with a bunch of pot-heads.  And to the Rep 

last night for “As You Like It.”  What else has there been but other times in bed, of 

course, and the quiet night last night when he stayed over.  In these last days he and I 

have been more of a mind of lovers than ever before.  Why, he’s even called me his lover 

in a number of connections.  Recognizing the truth of that, he.  [Did I?] 

 “These days I’ve been getting anxious about the Buenos Aires deal, mainly 

because there’s nothing else now.  That perverted feeling that it won’t work out.  But 

really I know that it will, even if I go there with no job.  I know that I want to leave this 

country.  [What?  This sounds like escapism!  I can’t have had rational reasons.]   

 “So today I got a letter from Mother saying that they’re still in Texas at Kingsville 

because of complications in Bill’s orders.  In a few months they’ll be off for Argentina, 

and in a couple weeks I’ll have to call to start my own arrangements.  The tenuousness is 

again exhilarating.  And the knowledge that so little of it matters.  I’ll be off doing 

something else, free.  What will happen is a total mystery, but I like that fine.” 
 

 This nonchalance about the future I find very disturbing.  How on earth could I think 

tenuousness was exhilarating?  And saying that so little of it matters sounds like total despair, 

abject submission to “the flow.”  I guess denying the importance of anything is an effective way 
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of forgetting about problems—and my duty to take control of my life.  I was resigned to blithely 

riding my little raft over that last waterfall, Kenny’s departure for New York. 

 Waiting almost two weeks to write again, a full week after Kenny went away on January 

28, I said nothing about our last days together except that Kenny was nervous and anxious.  

Nothing about my own anguish.  Those last days must have been unspeakably intense, but I 

couldn’t bring myself to remark on them.  Nor on our farewells.  Not even a tiny poem… 
 

     However, I recall at least one 

detail of poorly remembered note that 

happened during that last week.  Doug 

drove us up to the Wisconsin Dells.  About 

the sightseeing trip I can recall only a 

snowy rural scene out the car window and 

vaguely having this tourist photo taken.  By 

this late January our hair had gotten rather 

long.  Doug was certainly a cutie, and with 

his shaggy locks, Kenny as handsome as 

ever.  My own unruly mop and enigmatic 

(baleful?) expression cleverly masked my 

emotional turmoil and unconscious despair. 

Dotty, Beverly, and the mysterious Justine.   

# 

 If you’d ask me what past mistake I 

most regret, you might reasonably expect it 

to be letting Kenny go to New York alone.  

Agreed, that was an exceedingly sad, 

lamentable inaction on my stupid part, but 

I’ll invoke Edith Piaf’s anthem:  Non, je ne 

regrette rien! (No, I regret nothing!)  

Regretting means preferring a different 

future, unknown and unpredictable, over 

what really happened.  I’d never trade my

 Doug, Kenny, and I at Wisconsin Dells    life now for such a pretty pig in a poke. 

### 
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3.7 RUN AGROUND 

—in which I cope with being alone 

 

 It’s a struggle not to kick my young self around the block for having written absolutely 

nothing about seeing Kenny off to New York on Thursday, January 28, not even whether I went 

with him to the airport.  In the trauma I apparently didn’t register even one word of our sweet, 

sorrowful parting.  My poor raft having run aground, I walked around in a post-partum coma.   

 On Monday I probably got his card from Friday in which he wrote:  “Things look good 

although I have been here only one day.  My place to stay is very comfortable, and Paul and Bob 

treat me well.  I think I will take my class tryout today, if I can get up the nerve.  I haven’t taken 

a class in almost two weeks. …  By the by, I don’t like to cry on airplanes, and you know how 

much it takes for me shed a tear—well, you did it!”  I’d like to think I shed a tear over that card, 

but I doubt I was capable.  I do appreciate the clue that maybe I’d gone with him to the airport. 

 My next journal entry was a week after his departure:  
 

Thursday, February 4, 1971:  “…When this day of last week was here, he was gone—to 

those places I cannot picture to do new things alone.  It left me to do things alone as well, 

and there was great difficulty in enjoying myself at the essentially lonely activities.  

Much concentration and/or abandonment was needed as I floated, occasionally thinking 

of what Kenny might be doing, though I dared not dwell on it.  But by Tuesday I’d settled 

enough to write to him, and last night I called him to hear his voice strange on their 

French phone.  I didn’t ask his attitude, but it seemed reasonably high, if not completely 

content.  Later after an evening of sewing [a yellow sheet as backing onto the floral 

tapestry.], I also called Ken and felt a comfortable calm in hearing his voice.  I’m spread 

over half this country.”  
 

 I didn’t mention that Ken told me about his several doctor appointments for shots that 

were clearing up his syphilis quickly.  That was heartening news since I’d just found a couple 

little spots on my private parts and was going to the health clinic the next day to start treatment.  

It was a great relief that Kenny had been negative on his recent blood test and had no symptoms, 

but then we’d been very careful, frustratingly so, in our final weeks of love-making.  I didn’t (or 

couldn’t) let myself worry much about my infection since it was so easily curable.     

 That same week the Wisconsin winter set in with a vengeance.  Each day piles and piles 

of snow came down, and temperatures fell far sub-zero at night.  The five blocks to my office 

were unearthly.  I’d put on a couple layers of shirts, pants, and socks and wrap up in Kenny’s 

blue sweater, put on a thick jacket and snow boots and finish off with the pea coat, stocking cap, 

and Ken’s scarf all around my squinty eyes.  The sidewalk had been shoveled out by some 

blessed being, and I couldn’t see over the six-foot walls of snow.  At least there wasn’t much 

wind in the deep rut. 

 Most of the days I spent warmly in my office working on more poetry translations for my 

repeating course in Russian decadence.  The students of the past term had been so pleased that 

they generated a nice enrollment for this one.  The literary work kept my poetic muscles in 

shape, but my mind wasn’t settled enough to give voice to my feelings about being all alone.  

Instead, since it didn’t demand any emotional content, I played with the haiku form with short 

lines about frozen nature.  In fact, my emotions were essentially frozen. 

# 
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 Though emotionally frozen, according to my notes, I went that Thursday evening with 

Doug to see “Ryan’s Daughter,” which I remember as a powerful movie, but nothing of it left 

any impression on my ice-bound mind.  Afterwards he and I went out to the Castaways and 

Rooster where I stupidly anesthetized myself further with some gins and tonic.  A bit looped, I 

let myself lust over the shapely buns of some lovely skaters in town for the weekend with the Ice 

Capades, but even slightly drunk, I didn’t feel like violating my solitude, especially with my 

venereal problem.  

 After my classes on Friday I hopped the bus downtown to the health clinic.  I suggested 

just going right to shots, but they insisted on doing a blood test first.  I’d just have to wait for the 

results on Monday before starting treatment.  In an impatient mood, I went out that night to the 

Ten Hundred and sat by the juke box with my usual Coke.   

 Knowing no one there, I apparently lost myself in the songs playing and mooning around 

wondering what Kenny was up to in New York on this weekend night.  I noted seeing that the 

guy with the little beard sitting on Ken’s and my special seat was definitely interested, but I 

simply wasn’t in the mood.  Besides, there was the VD thing…  I wound up bumming a ride 

home with Ken’s friend Wayne, of whom I still can’t conjure up any image. 

 For a good part of the cold Saturday afternoon, since I was still incapable of verbalizing 

my disconnected feelings in poetry, I wrote that I resorted to my other art, the wire sculpture.  

Besides a fairly successful giraffe (if you looked at it with an open mind), and a total failure of 

an elephant, I played with spirals in a piece I called “In the Wind.”  I still recall its dynamic 

suggestion of a figure struggling through swirling gusts.  At the time I had no conception of how 

expressive of my inner self my sculptures actually were, my emotions as three-dimensional lines.  

(This was metaphorically my first awareness of wind as a prime force of nature.) 

 Then I actually had something to write about: 
 

 “To go out that evening, I hitched a ride with Len and Bill.  At the Castaways I 

ran into our wild “fag-hag” friend Deedee who invited me outside to share a joint.  (Back 

in 1967  Barbara’s old boyfriend Jeff from high school had turned me on to “grass,” and 

I’d smoked it on rare occasion—always by myself—to get deeply into things like music, 

drawing, or reading.)  The way pot generally tends to do to me, a few hits loosened me 

up for wild dancing with Bob and comforted my loneliness for Kenny.  Much more 

effective than gin and tonic. 

 “Across the street at the Rooster later, I’d never seen the place so jammed, and in 

the crush Bill pointedly introduced me to a pleasant fellow named Jim, the pianist for the 

ice show that had performed earlier in the evening.  For all the well-known reasons, I 

wasn’t in a sexual mood, but Jim was cute with black hair.  He reminded me of a 

beautiful black Irish Jim I’d lusted for in Seattle, and so I agreed to go with him back to 

Len’s for a drink.   

 “Still feeling fairly stoned, I sat on the sofa with Jim and another Coke and 

listened to Len and Bill’s chatter.  Probably feeling rather a stranger, Jim had no more to 

say than I.  But when our hosts contrived to leave us alone, he quickly took my hand and 

asked if he could come home with me.  No being something I’d never been very good at 

saying, I said sure—but warned that I couldn’t do much what with having VD.  Jim 

smiled and said okay.  He just wanted to be with me for the night.  That clinched the deal. 

 “Riding up the elevator, Jim and I just held hands, and inside the apartment there 

was no embrace, simply affectionate smiles as we got ready for bed.  We lay close 

together talking about who we were and sharing little caresses, perhaps the most 
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comfortable, intimate, and cherishing conversation I’ve had with any total stranger.  We 

truly were two ships passing in the night. 

 In the morning, which was more like noon, we sat in bed with our cups of coffee, 

still talking and caressing each other till time for Jim to cab it downtown for the matinee 

of the ice show.  On parting at my door, we shared our first and last kiss, a brotherly 

smooch. 

# 

 

 Behind all my twisting of wire and idle carousing, it seems I was still subliminally 

thinking about the realities of life because that afternoon I called Mother in Texas.  The Buenos 

Aires deal was still an unconscious thorn in my side.   
 

Sunday, February 7:  “Bill assured me about the jobs for me, Ken, and Desai, which rests 

my mind.  I’d been apprehensive this past month.  But Mother sounded a bit pessimistic 

about it.  But at any rate, they’ll probably be moved to New Orleans by the time I’m there 

[in just a few weeks for Mardi Gras].  That would be a good time to work on whatever 

arrangements there might be.  But maybe it’s better not to think about it right now.  I’m 

somehow despondent—or bored—or something. [It was beyond me to articulate my 

anguish.] … It’s just that so much is gone with Kenny away.  I need him.  I know I 

should be able to get by on my own.  I’m enough, that’s for sure.” [I’m heartened by my 

self-esteem.] 
 

 It’s telling that I wrote that Kenny was merely ‘away’ and not ‘gone’ and note the vague 

vastness of ‘so much.’  But we were planning to go to Mardi Gras together, which made the 

separation more bearable.  I’m impressed by my unclear attempt to articulate my feelings and 

chagrined that I added I wouldn’t think about it right now.   

 Another reality of life had also intruded on my romantic despondency which I noted 

within that ellipsis above:  “I want to be rid of all the bothers, like the thesis remarks I got 

yesterday in the mail from my new chairman with all kinds of nit-picking.”  There about two 

months after my letter to Dr. S, I’d suddenly gotten a packet from him with my draft of that third 

dissertation and a one-line cover note:  “See my comments.”  No salutation, no signature, no 

discussion, no direction.  It was stunning—even before I looked at the comments. 

 To call them “all kinds of nit-picking” was an understatement if there ever was one, and 

my incoherent “something” emotion was probably justifiable anger, if not outright rage.  

Unfortunately, I’d learned to repress anger.  Faced with years of my father’s arbitrary and violent 

anger, I’d escape by not thinking about that right now.  Of course, I did lose it sometimes, 

usually over my stupid mistakes.  But in this aggravating thesis case, I’d only admit to feeling 

‘something’—one step above feeling nothing. 

 The comments did a lot more than pick nits.  They questioned or impugned every 

proposition and denied most supporting details.  In several places Dr. S flatly disbelieved my 

native informant (Lidia, my native Russian teaching colleague at UWM).  Now you must 

understand that this Dr. S was a British philologist who didn’t speak all that much Russian, as I 

well knew from trying to talk with him in classes.   

 He effectively eviscerated my thesis, disputed all the committee’s earlier directions, and 

trashed the eminent Dr. H.’s kind agreement with my ABC conclusion (source of my earlier 

infamous caning by Dr. M).  The final note said to shift the parameters of the study and confine 

it to a rather insignificant area of syntax.  I saw clearly that this was simply his academic power 
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play with me as a disposable pawn.  Obviously, that was why I was feeling “bored—or 

something.”  Let’s call it righteous indignation.   

 The next day I politely wrote to Dr. S to see if my understanding of his instructions was 

correct and then invoked the “not to think about it right now” rule, putting the whole thesis and 

doctorate stew on a back burner to simmer.  My grounded raft would just have to await the 

Buenos Aires breezes.  This was when I realized that the wind was probably more dependable 

than the flow to get me anywhere, and I ought to hoist some kind of sail.  Thus engaged, I 

proceeded to forget all about thesis for the next year. 

# 

 

 Perhaps that Sunday afternoon’s feeling of so “something” shook me out of my stupor, 

and I wrote several tremendously Acmeist lines encapsulating that moment in my life. 
 

THE ACCIDENTAL TABLE 
 

Red coxcombs in a blue vase 

In the halo of a tall white lamp. 

With them orange straw-flowers 

And scattered silver wires 

Casting figures on black gloves 

That seem to gesture lazily 

To a red and white pack of smokes. 

The lamp from my mother-in-law, 

The blue vase a wedding gift, 

The dried flowers from those days  

When Ken was gone away 

And I lived free and alone. 

The coxcomb from Romana’s yard 

When Kenny and I did her chores. 

The wire lovers are for us,  

The wire despondent born that night 

Kenny took the plane to New York,  

The gloves from when he tried on wigs, 

And the cigarettes of a young man 

Who slept here last night. 

   (2/7/71) 

# 

 

 The next journal entry reported: 
 

Tuesday, February 9:  I ran into old friend Ed of the ferocious lust on Saturday night, and 

he invited me to dinner on Monday evening.  Beforehand, Doug, Len, and I got 

“magnificently” stoned at their place.  By poetic chance, it was almost the anniversary of 

my trick with Ed on one of my stolen nights of philandering.  (By the way most of his 

ferocious lust had probably been the poppers, my only time ever to use that powerful, 

stinky stimulant.) 
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 “At dinner with Ed’s lovely blond beau Tom, we had wine and then Benedictine 

after dessert, which maintained the pot high.  While we sat around listening to the rock-

opera “Jesus Christ Superstar,” which totally blew me away, Tom got drunk on beer and 

started playing footsies with me.  Soon the five of us got naked and rolled around on the 

carpet, and Doug and Tom quickly passed out.  Still feeling splendidly high, I just sat 

there diddling with Ed and Len, chattering and laughing until the wee hours—great 

companionship in my venereal quarantine.” 
 

 The next day I raced out and bought a copy of the album, which I still have.  Speaking of 

the quarantine, earlier that afternoon I’d heard that my blood test was reactive, but for some 

ungodly reason they wanted to do another test.  So Tuesday after classes I rode the bus down to 

the clinic again and begged them to start the shots.  No go.  They wanted to be sure.  I displayed 

my lesions, wondering how anything could be more certain, but was told to wait for a final 

diagnosis in a few days.  I suspect now it was simply homophobic sadism. 

 Tuesday’s only comfort was getting a card from Kenny in which he wrote about missing 

me and looking forward to being with me for Mardi Gras.  He detailed his routine in New York:  

“…taking two or three classes per day, six days a week… an 11:30 professional class and then 

rest for a 3:30 advanced class.  If I can, I take a 6:30 class.  On Monday at 3:00 is character class, 

and on Tuesday one in adagio.”  Awaking my tender memories, he reported that “…my body is 

starting to look like a dancer’s.  The pain better be worth it.”   

 Waiting anxiously through the week for word from the doctor, I concentrated on my 

classes, and in my journal entry the following Friday I remarked on my continuing amusement at 

having a transvestite in the Russian class.  Back on the first day of the term in calling the roll, 

when I read off a guy’s name, a deep-voiced “Here” sounded from a lovely girl in the back row.  

The kids in the class looked as surprised as I, and there were a couple impolite giggles.  

Afterwards, the “girl,” who was smartly dressed with well-coiffed locks, came to my office to 

ask if it bothered me to have her in class.  I assured her I was happy to teach her Russian, and she 

proved a charming and capable student with that startling man’s voice. 

 On the other hand, I reported being definitely excited about the poetry class, which had 

picked up even more students, including a number of good-looking fellows.  They ate up my 

translations, and our discussions were quite animated.  I reported that on Friday we’d covered the 

Symbolist poet Konstantin Balmont in an extensive psychedelic interpretation.  I figured none of 

them had probably ever heard such things coming out of a teacher.  That lecture clinched my 

reputation as an avant garde professor. 

 There were a couple notable occurrences during the week.  First, Ken’s brother Gary 

dropped in for a visit, just back from a trip to the beach in Florida and looking quite tanned.  He 

brought me a big bag of oranges, a sentimental reminder of my family now down there in the 

Sunshine State.  Gary loved going on car trips—now he was looking forward to driving us to 

New Orleans for carnival.   

 The other development was that I got a call from Ken’s friend Dennis from West Bend 

who would be visiting in Milwaukee for a few weeks.  He asked if he might stay at my place, 

and with no ulterior motives whatsoever, I offered my hospitality.  Putting him in my bedroom, I 

borrowed a small Japanese futon mattress from Romana for me and put it on the floor of the 

dining room beneath the floral tapestry.  I felt more comfortable sleeping in the fragrance of 

Kenny’s presence.  Dennis mostly took care of himself and only showed up to sleep there, a very 

minimal house-guest whom I scarcely noticed.  Just as I now scarcely remember him. 

# 
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 On Friday, February 12, I got another card from Kenny with a printed message:  “The 

happiest thing I did today was think of you.”  I was seriously taken aback to read in it that the 

letter I’d written him last weekend “was beautiful.  You write so well, the level is almost too far 

above me.  I had to read it several times before I really could understand it.  I hate to ask you… 

but could you come down to my level?  It’s so difficult for me to get all that way up to yours.”  I 

really wonder what kind of romantic bullshit I spouted in that letter. 

 That afternoon I heard from the health clinic and raced downtown.  I wrote about the 

dramatic doctor visit and aftermath. 
 

 “They made me lie down on a table and proceeded to jab my buns, both of them, 

and pump me full of penicillin.  It was more painful than I’d expected.  I stood up feeling 

more or less normal and started to put on my coat.  That’s when it hit me like a stoned 

rush, and then came nausea and dizziness.  I stumbled over to a man in a white coat and 

mumbled tonelessly, ‘Excuse me, but I’ve gotten very dizzy.’  They made me hang my 

head and then helped me onto a couch where I lay for goodness knows how long, feet in 

the air and feeling totally out of it. 

 “Back home, I went for dinner to the Downer and sat with the dancer Gary I know 

from “Coppelia.”  Talking with him about dance was like old times, and it made me 

realize again how terribly I miss my Khan Khenley.  Back at the apartment feeling 

exhausted, I flopped on the futon while Dennis dressed to go out.  Then I got up to brew a 

cup of tea from the grass Doug gave me the other day and sat down to write this.  The 

torpor quickly disappeared, yet when I got up just now to put my new record on the 

phonograph, I felt a definitely not-so-rightness.  Seems tonight is my opportunity to play 

Camille.  To an empty house, but what the hell!” 
 

 During the night as I lay there on the mattress beneath Kenny’s and my splendid flowers, 

I played a fantastic Camille.  The not-so-rightness turned into a very-much-wrongness.  For most 

of the night I thrashed around, feverish and delirious.  It was unlike anything I’d ever felt 

before—or since.  Half conscious, I called the clinic on Saturday morning, and the doctor said it 

was a normal reaction, the penicillin killing “bugs” and flooding my system with foreign protein.  

I certainly felt like a battlefield.  Hopefully the several weekly shots to come wouldn’t be so bad.   

# 

 

 That Sunday was Valentine’s Day (VD!), and the only card I got was from Kenny.  Its 

message was simple:  “You don’t have to be Jewish to be my Valentine.”  I called him to send 

my love, and we talked about Mardi Gras plans for the next weekend.  That wonderful prospect 

made the week pass quickly with the routine of classes and low-key nights out at the Castaways.  

On one of those evenings, feeling safe in my diseased chastity, I flirted mercilessly with lovely 

Tom.  Quite drunk, he responded with a sloppy embrace which I deftly deflected to Ed.  It was 

great fun, and Ed laughed at the horseplay. 

 Another evening I went with Dotty and Lena to a dirty movie at a theater called the 

Tower where Bill had gotten Doug a job as manager.  It was a straight place and my first dose of 

real pornography.  I’d never imagined so much tit-sucking, and I would’ve laughed at the crotch 

shots if they hadn’t been so revolting.  It burned me that the flick was so prudish about showing 

the men’s hardware, but there were some shapely, if hairy, butts.  I’ve yet to watch another 

straight skin-flick and only saw my first gay porn about ten years ago.  It wasn’t at all revolting, 

and I did laugh—between the times when it took my breath away.  Chacun á son gout! 
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 While love was in the air that week, I wasn’t inclined to write any romantic poetry or 

even in my journal.  Probably also because I still couldn’t express my feelings.  Besides, I’d be 

seeing Kenny again in only a few days, and so my distress level was fairly low.  To avoid 

expressing my inner self, on Tuesday I wrote about a dozen pages of short-lined “free verse,” 

almost stream-of-consciousness, pompously expressing my position on the eternal issues of 

humanity, history, love, death, and religion.  It’s absolutely cringe-worthy. 

 Actually, I probably should throw those pages out.  But first I’ll mention an almost-

Buddhist concept of God that I still ascribe to.  In my youthful hubris, I also wrote:  “I’d despise 

a God so petty as to be offended.”  I still almost agree.  Remember, I’m a non-denominationalist.  

Or maybe I should hold onto the rant for future literary scholars?  Nah. 

 Early Friday afternoon before Kenny was to arrive, I made a quick trip to the clinic and 

got poked in the butt again.  Only in one buttock this time, and I didn’t faint. 

### 
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3.8 THE WHIRLPOOL 

—in which I’m with Ken and Kenny for Mardi Gras 

 

 When I got back from the clinic on Friday the 19th, I found my Kenny waiting patiently 

in my office.  Though we might easily be seen through the window, we closed the door and had a 

proper hug and several kisses.  It was as though the three weeks apart had never been.  When we 

stopped to look at each other, I realized that Kenny had had his hair cut—back to the beautiful 

way he looked in the fall.  He grinned at me and remarked how long my own had gotten (in just 

three weeks), and I joked that I was turning into a hippie professor.  In fact, it wasn’t all that 

much of a joke.  There was something about getting fired that had made me want to “drop out,” 

to use that old hippie expression from “Hair.”   

 As already arranged with his teacher, we walked over to the dance department and dug 

through the costumes for “masques” to take to Mardi Gras.  Making secret choices, we wrapped 

our costumes up without showing—to surprise each other on Fat Tuesday.  I won’t tell you either 

so it can surprise you as well.  Mine fit easily in a medium-sized bag, but Kenny’s needed a 

fairly big box, which I remarked on suggestively and made him blush.    

 Lugging our packages and his suitcase back to the Bellevue, I was tormented by 

curiosity, but Kenny wouldn’t even give me a hint.  First thing, we jumped into a hot bath and 

played with each other like soapy kids—causing involuntary ejaculations and lots of giggling.  

(My sores had disappeared, and the doctors said I wasn’t contagious anymore.)  Afterwards, 

since my temporary and irritating roommate Dennis wouldn’t be back till evening, we snuggled 

on my bed for a nap.  I was happy that Kenny didn’t need to sprawl the way he used to.  

 As planned, for the evening we went to his home for Sabbath dinner with Estelle and 

Roger, who were thrilled to have Kenny back—and apparently also to see me again.  After 

eating, Roger had to take off for a guitar gig somewhere, and we sat around the living room 

supposedly watching something on TV.  Kenny and I cuddled on the couch and played with the 

little dog, chatting with his mother and paying little attention to the programs. 

 Apparently Estelle didn’t pay much attention either.  She was happily knitting what 

looked like a sweater and occasionally looked over at us with affection.  I wondered if she’d 

knitted that big blue sweater and guessed right.  The scene was a familial contentment I’d never 

before experienced.  I happily stayed over, and in his soft bed, Kenny and I slept as usual with 

him sprawled spread-eagle.  I made do with cuddling his ancient teddy bear Barry. 

# 

 

 Getting back to the apartment rather early in the morning, just as the negligible Dennis 

was leaving, we had both the time and the privacy to deal with certain urges denied during the 

chaste night.  So when Gary showed up around ten-thirty, we were both pacified and all ready to 

take off for New Orleans.  And from this point on, my memories are a swirl of disconnected 

flashes of surreal recollection, my raft circling madly in a veritable whirlpool—which is 

perfectly normal for the Mardi Gras experience.  

 Gary had his folks’ beige station wagon to handle the six of us, him and Doug, Kenny 

and me, and two absolutely unremarkable gay guys, juniors from UWM.  I can’t recall their 

names now for the life of me—or one single thing about them.  The only way I know of their 

existence is that I merely mentioned them in a journal note from a couple weeks later.  The 

familiar drive was just as long as those trips the past summer with and without Ken, and 

probably the mysterious trip that supposedly happened around New Year’s.  
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 Ensconced in the far back seat, Kenny and I piddled around and occasionally got quietly 

naughty.  The few stops for gas were our only chances to move around.  At a station in rural 

Tennessee, Kenny made use of a pole by the pumps to do some amazing dancer stretches that 

made the station attendant’s eyes pop.  (My younger readers should be advised that once upon a 

time somebody would pump gas for customers at “service” stations.)  Then he did a few leaps 

and turns on the nearby lawn, drawing the attention of passing traffic.  A tireless driver, Gary 

drove us through most of the night with only a couple hours’ relief from Doug. 

# 

 

 Inexplicably, dear Ken had arranged for our Mardi Gras stay in a derelict house on Basin 

Street along with about a dozen other gay revelers.  What most would call a “flop house” at least 

had functional plumbing.  Talk about surreal, we had to sleep on mattresses thrown on the floors 

of crumbling rooms or out in the weed-grown patio.  (Of course, precious little sleeping would 

go on during Carnival.)  It poignantly recalled a party I’d once gone to in the abandoned 

Ursulines Hospital—or that “La Dolce Vita” scene in the ruined castle.  When he saw me, Ken 

simply said with a frown, “You need a haircut.”  I ignored that judgment. 

 Soon on Sunday morning, Ken’s friend Gerry showed up, and then our friend Lee as 

well, at what he called the “hostile” to carouse with us.  We were very lucky because the weather 

was quite warm for such an early Carnival.  There being a bunch of parades on Sunday and 

Monday as well, we caught several on Canal and Royal Streets on both days and snagged a fair 

amount of beads.  This was back when the parades still coursed down the Quarter’s narrow 

streets causing mayhem of merriment.  In between, we wandered amongst the staggering crowds 

all over the Quarter, usually seriously stoned and/or drunk.  Though neither Kenny nor I drank, 

we weren’t averse to inhaling, so the sights were particularly mind-blowing.   

 Our wanders took us, of course, past Jackson Square with a view of the wharves being 

torn down along the river, which utterly devastated me.  We also made a pilgrimage past the 

brutalized Dixie’s Bar of Music for another dose of nostalgic tragedy.  Ken led us to a new gay 

bar on Bourbon called Pete’s (somehow connected to Pete Fountain), which was so jammed that 

you couldn’t move, much less dance.  It was a sad replacement for grand old Dixie’s.  The 

crowds were even worse in Lafitte’s. 

 Since Carnival negates any notion of time, there was no way to say when we did what.  

But I clearly remember it was afternoon when the several of us trooped along Bourbon, and 

Kenny did a series of playful leaps up onto and down off of the stoops of the houses.  Gerry was 

particularly taken with him, but somewhat ironically Ken cautioned him that Kenny was mine.  

On Sunday night Lee took Doug to his apartment with promises of privacy not available at our 

hostile hostel.  For our few hours of shuteye each night or early morning, I nestled chastely on 

the lumpy mattress between my two Kens.  We weren’t quite up to so public a three-way, but 

there were ample kisses and much fondling all around.  

# 

 On Monday evening, I was surprised and saddened to find that Ken had a new car.  He’d 

sold his wonderful Mustang, bought a dark green Dodge Dart, and made a little money on the 

deal.  He drove Kenny and me over to have supper with Mother and Bill, who had indeed just 

moved to New Orleans and rented a little house on Banks Street in midtown.  There were still 

unpacked boxes all over the place, but Mother was set up well enough in the kitchen to whip up a 

fairly standard southern meal of fried steaks, mashed potatoes, and canned green beans. 
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 They welcomed the “sure handsome” Kenny and were pleased to meet Ken at last.  I 

could tell from Mother’s expression that she disapproved of my long hair…  Bill pulled out a big 

map of Buenos Aires and neighboring Montevideo (in Uruguay) and pointed out where the 

chemical plant would be built on the coast.  Ken was concerned about getting our jobs lined up 

soon, and Bill assured us that he’d be getting the paperwork for them in a couple weeks. 

 That was enough to set our minds at ease, and Kenny and I talked about our trip down 

from Milwaukee.  Ken remarked on our Mardi Gras revels thus far, and Mother was horrified to 

learn that we were staying in a derelict house.  Bill thought it a great adventure and said he’d like 

to see a parade, but Mother carried on about how dangerous it would be with violence, purse-

snatching, and all that.  Nothing we could say convinced her otherwise. 

 Over some chocolate ice-cream for dessert, Bill lamented that since giving Barbara the 

car, I was without wheels.  I downplayed the inconvenience, noting the good bus system in 

Milwaukee and my short walk to the university.  Suddenly Bill made an offer that took my 

breath away:  He had a yellow Corvette in storage in Lubbock which I could have!  He’d have it 

brought to New Orleans, and I could fly back down in a couple weeks to pick it up.  I thanked 

him profusely and tried to imagine myself in such a hot car. 

 When we said our goodbyes (aiming to make an evening parade), Bill said we’d all be on 

our way to Argentina by June.  Mother looked excited, but typically dubious, and I realized that 

not teaching summer school wouldn’t be such a great loss.  With all the good news, Ken was 

ebullient, remarking that my new stepfather certainly was generous.  Kenny was understandably 

quiet, and I was rather stunned, incredulous that so many great things were in the offing.  We 

caught the parade as it rounded the corner off Royal down St. Peter and were swept away in the 

happy crowds.  Absolutely no violence or purse-snatching went on. 

# 

 

 After bar-hopping all over the Quarter and dropping in on a few impromptu parties on 

invitations shouted down from carousers on balconies, our troop made it back to the hostile quite 

late and totally exhausted.  For convenience, Lee and Gerry joined us in our less than one-star 

accommodations.  Comfy between my two lovers, I managed only a couple hours of shuteye and 

woke at first daylight.  There followed something of a production around the two operative 

bathrooms of getting cleaned up and into our costumes. 
 

         Neither Ken, Gary, nor Gerry 

wanted to “masque,” but Lee put on a 

glittery matador getup.  Doug got into 

serious cowboy togs, including hat, 

chaps, and toy six-shooters (though he 

wasn’t bare-assed under the chaps as is 

the wont for gay cowboys nowadays).  

Kenny and I surprised each other by 

turning into, respectively, a Musketeer 

and Harlequin. 

        Of course, Kenny was much 

better looking than this model, though 

his sword was just a dummy in the 

scabbard.  And understandably, I was 
      Musketeer         Harlequin 
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as shapely but not quite as balletic as this picture:  in pink, white, and black diamonds and 

wearing a jester’s hat with three pompoms.  Along with the cowboy and matador, we made an 

eclectic bunch of masques as we trooped along with the massive morning crowds to Canal Street. 

 Unfortunately, we were too late to catch the Zulu parade but with relatively more elbow 

room on Canal found a good vantage point for the coming of Rex.  In the scramble I even 

managed to catch a doubloon thrown from one of the floats (which I still miraculously have): 

 
You’ll note incidentally and significantly that this was the Centennial Rex parade. 

        
St. George and Dragon, Rex Parade, 2011 

 I wish I had pictures, but at least I can show you two views of a spectacular float of St. 

George and the Dragon from the Rex parade 40 years later.  It was designed by my old friend 

Henri Schindler, who appears in my first memoir and is the eminent historian of Mardi Gras. 

 In the foregoing descriptions of my Mardi Gras 1971 experience, I realize that there was 

nothing particularly wild or mad.  Just the standard stuff about staggering around the Quarter 

stoned and jumping around like hyper kids at parades.  But right after another parade on Canal 

Street, I seem to have slipped over the edge of sanity, or at least propriety.   

 In my colorful Harlequin costume I shinnied up a lamp post in the middle of Canal Street 

(where the streetcar tracks run), and perched high up by the globes, waving at the crowds below 

and shouting, “Vive Mardi Gras!”  A superb photo-op for many spectacle-hungry tourists, I sure 
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wish I had a picture of it.  At one point a mounted cop rode by and yelled at me to come down, 

but I pretended to be a Russian who couldn’t understand his order.  When he’d ridden on, 

disgusted, I carefully climbed back down, satisfied with my addition to the Carnival ambiance. 

 Another perhaps psychotic episode happened that afternoon when Lee led our motley 

Krewe into the ancient St. Louis Cemetery along its avenues of fancy mausoleums.  (In New 

Orleans the dead have to be buried above-

ground because the water table is only a 

couple inches below the surface.)  He 

took us to the famous but simple tomb of 

the Voodoo priestess Marie Laveau.  If 

you can, try and picture the several of us 

characters dancing around the crypt, 

cavorting, hooting and singing nonsense 

spells.  Then, per the ritual, we marked 

our triple Xs on it with a piece of brick 

and made wishes.  Typically romantic, 

mine was that I should love my two Kens 

forever—and guess what—I have…  
 Tomb of Marie Laveau, St. Louis Cemetery   

# 

 

 Our revels continued right up to midnight, the stroke of Ash Wednesday, when our 

coaches turned back into pumpkins.  In our ruined castle, we crashed on our mattresses, not in 

the least repentant, and in the early Lenten morning packed up.  Leaving Ken was again fairly 

easy for what would just be another brief separation.  I’d be back soon to pick up the Corvette. 

 On the road home, I swear there were only four of us.  Ever since our arrival, the juniors 

had been effectively invisible, probably having taken off on their own and hopefully finding 

some other ride home.  That kind of thing often happens at Mardi Gras.  With the extra room, we 

put the far back seat down to create a space for lying down and napping.   

 We all took turns driving.  Once during Doug’s shift, Kenny and I lay in back and soon 

were in flagrante delecto, my only time ever to have had motorized sex.  In the midst of our 

copulation, Doug called back to us that a truck was tail-gating us for the show.  Indeed, a truck-

driver was leering down at us through the back window.  I gave him a thumbs-up sign and got a 

loud honk as applause.  That was, however, not my only time to have public sex.  Wait for it. 

  Back in snowy Milwaukee, Kenny and I had a couple days at home in the Bellevue to 

recuperate and spent every possible moment (outside my classes) in each other’s arms.  Refusing 

to count our remaining minutes together, we spent them recklessly and lavishly until Friday 

afternoon, February 26.  That was when my Kenny left for New York with no idea when we’d 

ever see each other again.  Then I rode the bus downtown for a last shot in the butt. 

### 

 


